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 .The maximal symmetric ring of quotients Q R , as defined by Utumi, is as
symmetric version of the maximal ring of quotients of R. For the most part, we
w xstudy this ring when R s K G is a group algebra. For example, we show that if G
w x  .is a free product of groups and if R s K G is a domain, then Q R is usuallys
 .equal to R. On the other hand, there are certainly groups for which Q R iss
properly larger than R and we construct a number of such examples. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Generalizing the concept of the field of fractions of a commutative
domain to the noncommutative setting has yielded several rings of quo-
 .tients, for example, the Martindale ring of quotients Q R and itsl
 .symmetric version, the symmetric ring of quotients Q R . These rings
constructions have been used in the study of PI rings, the Galois theory of
rings, and prime ideals in ring extensions.
However, our viewpoint is that quotient rings are interesting in their
own right. In this paper we shall study a symmetric version of the maximal
 .ring of quotients Q R which we call the maximal symmetric ring ofmax
 .quotients and denote by Q R . It appears that this ring construction wass
w xfirst discovered by Schelter in 9 .
In Section 2, we will define the maximal symmetric ring of quotients and
obtain some of its basic properties, including the fact that it is a closure
operation on rings. The focus of the rest of the paper will be on the
 .question of which rings R satisfy the condition Q R s R. We say thats
such a ring is s-closed. This question will be considered, for the most part,
in the context of group rings. In Section 3, we obtain conditions which
guarantee that a ring is not s-closed and examine some group rings
satisfying those conditions. After showing, in Section 4, that the maximal
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symmetric ring of quotients of a 2-fir can be expressed quite simply, we
show, in the remaining sections, that the group algebras of a fairly large
class of free products of groups are s-closed. In particular, we define a
free product F of groups to be controlled by a group G if G is a
homomorphic image of one of the factors of F. Assuming F is a nontrivial
w xfree product of groups, we are able to show that the group ring K F is
w xs-closed if K F is a domain and one of the following conditions hold:
 . w xi K F is a 2-fir.
 .ii F is a free product of an infinite number of nontrivial groups.
 .iii F is controlled by a nontrivial ordered group.
 .iv F is controlled by an infinite poly abelian-by-finite group.
In proving the results above, we obtain some interesting results concern-
ing factorization and essential one-sided ideals in group rings of free
products of groups. Also, in Section 6, we obtain conditions under which
the maximal symmetric ring of quotients of a crossed product can be
embedded in a Malcev]Neumann ring. These results turn out to be crucial
in proving the results in the final two sections.
This paper constitutes my doctoral thesis, which was written under the
supervision of my advisor, D. S. Passman. I thank him for his guidance and
kind assistance in my research leading to this paper.
2. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES
Let us first establish some notation and basic definitions. If R is a ring
and X is any object on the left of which R can act, then we denote the left
 .annihilator of X by l X ; if R can act on the right of X then we denoteR
 .the right annihilator of X by r X . Recall that a right ideal B ; R is saidR
 y1 . y1  < 4to be dense if l x B s 0 for all x g R, where x B s r g R xr g BR
is the residual of B with respect to x in R. Dense left ideals are defined in
an analogous manner. Standard arguments can be used to prove that the
set
<Q R s q g Q R Aq ; R for some dense left ideal A ; R 4 .  .s max
 .is a subring of Q R and we call this subring the maximal symmetricmax
ring of quotients of R. Like the maximal ring of quotients, the maximal
symmetric ring of quotients has an abstract characterization and we obtain
this in the next proposition. First, given a dense left ideal A ; R and a
dense right ideal B ; R, we will say that a left homomorphism f : A ª R
 .  .and a right homomorphism g : B ª R are compatible if af b s ag b
;a g A and b g B.
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 .PROPOSITION 2.1 abstract characterization of Q . If R is a ring thens
 .Q s Q R satisfies the following properties:s
 .i R is a subring of Q.
 .ii If q g Q then there is a dense left ideal A ; R and a dense right
ideal B ; R such that Aq, qB ; R.
 .iii Let A and B be dense left and right ideals, respecti¨ ely, and let
q g Q. If Aq s 0 or qB s 0 then q s 0.
 .  .iv Let A and B be as in part iii . If f : A ª R and g : B ª R areR R
 .compatible then 'q g Q such that aq s af ;a g A and qb s g b ;b g B.
 .  .Furthermore, if Q9 is a ring satisfying properties i ] iv abo¨e then there is an
isomorphism from Q to Q9 which is the identity on R.
The proof of this result is routine, so we refer the reader to Chapter 24 of
w x8 .
 .It will also be useful for us to characterize Q R in terms of certains
 .R-submodules of Q R .s
DEFINITION 2.2. Let R be a ring and P an overring of R. If V ; PR
then we will say that V is a dense right R-submodule of P provided V l R
is a dense right ideal of R.
There is an analogous definition for dense left R-submodules of P.
For the next lemma, recall the following construction of the maximal
 .  .ring of quotients Q R of a ring R. Let E s E R be the injective hullmax R
 .of the regular module R . Then Q R s End E, acting on the right,R max H
where H s End E, acting on the left. Also, let e g E be the copy ofR 0
1 g R .R
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a ring and P a subring of Q R containing R.max
Suppose V is a right R-submodule of P.
 .i If V is a dense right ideal of P then V is a dense R-submodule of P.
 .ii If V is dense then VP is a dense right ideal of P.
 .  .iii If V is dense and g : V ª Q R is an R-homomorphism thenmax
 .  .'q g Q R such that q¨ s g ¨ ;¨ g V.max
Proof.
 .  y1 ..i Choose any x g R and suppose a g l x V l R , whereR
y1 . y1x V l R is the residual of V l R with respect to x in R. Let r g x V,
where xy1V is the residual of V with respect to x in P. Then xr g
 .V ; Q R so there is a dense right ideal B ; R such that xrB ;max
y1 .  y1 .V l R. Then rB ; x V l R so arB s 0. Thus ar s 0 so a x V s
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0. But V is a dense right ideal of P so we have a s 0. Therefore,
 y1 ..l x V l R s 0 ; x g R so V l R is a dense right ideal of R, asR
required.
 .ii Clearly VP is a right ideal of P. Let r g P and we will denote
y1 .the residual of VP with respect to r in P by r VP and the residual of
y1 .V l R with respect to r in R by r V l R . Now r can be viewed as a
right R-module homomorphism from a dense right ideal of R into R and
the inverse image of the dense right ideal V l R under this mapping is a
y1 .  y1 ..dense right ideal of R. Thus, r V l R is dense so l r V l R s 0P
 .  . y1by the analog of part iii of Proposition 2.1 for Q R . Since r V lmax
. y1 .  y1 ..R ; r VP , we have l r VP s 0 so VP is a dense right idealP
of P.
 .  . w xiii This part is simply a generalization of Theorem 24.8 iv in 8 so
 .its proof is almost the same. View Q R s End E. Let V and g be asmax H
 .  .in the statement and define g 9: e V ª E by g 9 e ¨ s e g ¨ . Lemma0 0 0
w x24.2 of 8 guarantees that g 9 is well-defined, so since E is injective and
e V ; E it follows that g 9 extends to a map g*: E ª E. Recall that0
 .  .E s He so we can define a map q: E ª E by he q s hg* e for0 0 0
h g H. Indeed, if he s 0 then0
hg* e V l R s hg 9 e V l R s he g V l R s 0. .  .  .  . .0 0 0
But, by definition, V l R is a dense right ideal of R so this implies that the
 .element hg* e s 0. Hence, the map q is well-defined and it is easily0
 .seen that it is a left H-homomorphism so q g End E s Q R . IfH max
¨ g V then
E q¨ y g ¨ s He q¨ y g ¨ s H g 9 e ¨ y e g ¨ s 0 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0
 .so q¨ s g ¨ , as required.
Extending the definition of compatibility of homomorphisms on dense
submodules in the obvious manner we have the
 .PROPOSITION 2.4 alternate abstract characterization of Q . If R is as
 .ring then Q s Q R satisfies the following properties:s
 .i R is a subring of Q.
 .ii If q g Q and Y is a dense right R-submodule of Q then there is a
dense right R-submodule V ; Q such that qV ; Y. An analogous statement
holds on the left.
 .iii Let W and V be dense left and right R-submodules of Q, respec-
ti¨ ely, and let q g Q. If Wq s 0 or qV s 0 then q s 0.
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 .  .iv Let W and V be as in part iii . If f : W ª Q and g : V ª Q areR R
 .compatible then 'q g Q such that wq s wf ;w g W and q¨ s g ¨ ;¨ g V.
 .  .Furthermore, if Q9 is a ring satisfying properties i ] iv abo¨e then there is an
isomorphism from Q to Q9 which is the identity on R.
 .  .Proof. If Q is a ring satisfying properties i ] iv above then Q also
 .  .  .satisfies properties i ] iv of the abstract characterization of Q R sinces
 .  .dense right left ideals of R are dense right left R-submodules of Q and
 .  .since dense right left R-submodules of Q intersect R in dense right left
ideals of R.
 .  .  .Conversely, let us show that Q s Q R satisfies properties i ] ivs
 .  . above. Note that we can regard Q ; Q R and Q ; Q9 R themax max
 ..left-hand version of Q R so the previous lemma and its left-handmax
 .  .  .  .analogue apply. Properties i and iii follow immediately from i and iii ,
 .  .respectively, of the abstract characterization of Q R . For property ii , ifs
Y is a dense right R-submodule then Y l R is a dense right ideal of R so,
if q g Q, then there is a dense right ideal V g R such that qV ; Y l R ;
 .  .Y, as required. Now let us prove that iv holds. By part iii of the previous
 .  .lemma there is q g Q R such that q¨ s g ¨ ;¨ g V. If w g W thenmax
 .in Q R we havemax
wq ¨ s w q¨ s wg ¨ s wf ¨ ;¨ g V .  .  .  .
 .so, since V is dense, wq s wf. Thus, we only need to show that q g Q R .s
 .By the left-hand analogue of part iii of the previous lemma, there is an
l  .element q9 in the left-hand maximal ring of quotients Q R such thatmax
wq9 s wf ;w g W. Then there is a dense left ideal A ; R such that
Aq9 ; R. Now W l A is a dense left ideal of R and we have
W l A q s W l A f s W l A q9 ; R . .  .  .
 .Therefore, q g Q R .s
Next we show that the maximal symmetric ring of quotients, like the
maximal ring of quotients, is a closure operation. It is known that this is
 w x.not true for the symmetric ring of quotients see Proposition 4.5 of 6 .
 .THEOREM 2.5. If R is a ring and P an o¨erring with R ; P ; Q R thens
 .  .Q P s Q R . Therefore, Q is a closure operation on rings.s s s
 .Proof. Let us show that Q R satisfies the abstract characterization ofs
 .  .  .  .Q P . Since R ; P ; Q R , property i is trivial and properties iii ands s
 .  .  .iv follow immediately from properties iii and iv , respectively, of the
 .  .alternate abstract characterization of Q R and part i of Lemma 2.3.s
 .  .For property ii , let q g Q R . Then there is a dense right ideal B ; Rs
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 .such that qB ; R. By Lemma 2.3 ii , BP is a dense right ideal of P and
 .q BP ; P. The analogous left-hand statement holds so this estab-
 .  .  .lishes ii . Thus Q R satisfies the abstract characterization of Q P sos s
 .  .Q P s Q R . The second statement of this theorem obviously followss s
from the first.
 .This theorem suggests that the ring Q R will often be much largers
 .than R. Another sense in which Q R is large is that it contains any rings
of ‘‘fractions’’ of R, as follows. Recall that a multiplicative system T of
regular elements is a right divisor set if for any t g T and r g R there are
elements r 9 g R and t9 g T such that tr 9 s rt9. For any right divisor set T
one may form the localization RTy1. Left divisor sets satisfy an analogous
definition and if T is a left divisor set then one may form Ty1R. We shall
say that T is a two-sided di¨ isor set if it is both a right divisor set and a left
divisor set and it is easy to show in this case that RTy1 s Ty1R. Also, if
t g T then it is easy to see that tR and Rt are dense right and left ideals
y1  . y1  .of R, respectively. Thus t g Q R and this shows that RT ; Q R .s s
 .Thus a localization over any two-sided divisor set is contained in Q R . Ins
the next lemma, we show that there is a maximum two-sided divisor set.
 .LEMMA 2.6. Let R be a ring. If U and V are right left di¨ isor sets in R
then so is the multiplicati¨ ely closed set generated by them. Therefore, R has a
 .  .maximum right left two-sided di¨ isor set.
Proof. Let W be the multiplicatively closed set generated by right
divisor sets U and V. Clearly every element of W is regular and 1 g W so
W is a multiplicative system. Let w g W and r g R and we will show
'w9 g W and r 9 g R such that wr 9 s rw9. We prove this by induction on
the minimum number n of nontrivial factors from U in any expression for
w. If n s 0 then w is an element of the right divisor set V so we are done.
Thus, assume n ) 0. Then we can write w s xu¨ , where x g W can be
expressed using n y 1 factors from U. By the inductive hypothesis ' x9 g W
and r - g R such that r - s rx9. Because U is a right divisor set 'u9 g U
and r 0 g R such that ur0 s r -u9 and then because V is a right divisor set
'¨ 9 g V and r 9 g R such that ¨r 9 s r 0 ¨ 9. Setting w9 s x9u9¨ 9 g W we
have
wr 9 s xu¨r 9 s xur0 ¨ 9 s xr -u9¨ 9 s xr9u9¨ 9 s rw9,
as required.
An analogous proof works for left divisor sets. Thus if T is the multi-
 .  .plicatively closed set generated by all right left two-sided divisor sets
 .  .then T is a right left two-sided divisor set and it is clear that it is the
maximum one.
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If T is the maximum two-sided divisor set of the ring R then we define
 . y1Q R s RT to be the maximal symmetric Ore localization of R. FromO
 .  .the comments before the lemma, we see that Q R ; Q R alwaysO s
holds. These observations provide us with an example of a ring whose
maximal symmetric ring of quotients is strictly larger than its symmetric
 .ring of quotients. Let R s A K be the first Weyl algebra over the field K1
 .of characteristic zero. Then R is a simple domain so Q R s R. However,s
R is right and left noetherian so the set of nonzero elements T of R forms
 .  .a two-sided divisor set. Thus, Q R contains Q R , which is a divisions O
 .ring the classical ring of quotients . But R is not a division ring, so
 .  .Q R ) R s Q R .s s
The symmetric nature of Q yields an important property of Q whichs s
it shares with Q .s
 .LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a ring and Q s Q R .s
 .  .  .  .i If X is a subset of Q then l X s 0 « l X s 0 and r X sRR Q
 .0 « r X s 0.Q
 .ii If R is a domain then so is Q.
Proof.
 .  .i Let X be a subset of Q with l X s 0 and suppose X s 0 forqR
some q g Q. There is a dense left ideal A ; R such that Aq ; R. Then
 .  .  .Aq X s A qX s 0 so Aq s 0. Thus, q s 0 so l X s 0. The otherQ
implication follows similarly.
 .  .ii We freely use part i . Let R be a domain. If t g R _ 0 then
 .  .  .l t s 0 so l t s 0. This says that if q g Q _ 0 then r q s 0 soRR Q
 .r q s 0. Thus, Q is a domain.Q
Now we can give an example of a ring whose maximal ring of quotients
is strictly larger than its maximal symmetric ring of quotients. Let R s
 :K x, y be the free algebra on two letters over the field K and note that
 .the lemma above implies that Q R is a domain. Now the right ideals
 .I s xR q yR is easily seen to be two-sided and certainly l I s 0 so I isR
dense. We can define an R-homomorphism f : I ª R by extending linearly
 .  .  .from f x s 1 and f y s 0, so 'q g Q R such that qy s 0. There-max
 .  .  .fore, Q R is not a domain so Q R ) Q R .max max s
 .A ring R is said to be symmetrically closed if Q R s R. It turns outs
that this is a desirable property for a ring to possess. Similarly, we define a
 .  .ring R to be s-closed if Q R s R. As we have already seen, Q R fors s
any ring R is itself s-closed. In the rest of this paper we shall be
 .concerned with finding rings mainly group rings which are s-closed. We
begin in the next section by looking at group rings which are not s-closed.
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3. SOME GROUP RINGS WHICH ARE NOT s-CLOSED
w xTo show that a group ring K H is not s-closed it suffices to find a
w xnormal subgroup N e H whose group ring K N is not s-closed. We will
prove this fact in the next proposition in the more general context of a
crossed product R s S)G of a ring S and a group G. Recall that this
means that R is an associative ring with identity which is a free right
 < 4 S-module with basis G s g g g G . In addition, there is a map the
s  x ..  .action G ª Aut S given by x ¬ s x such that sx s xs for all s g S
 .  .and a map the twisting m: G = G ª U S , the group of units of S, such
 .that xy s xym x, y for all x, y g G. Multiplication in S)G is performed
using these maps and addition is performed in the natural manner. The
associative law in S)G imposes certain further conditions on s and m
 w x.see 7 . Note that by a change of basis, if necessary, we can and will
assume that the basis G contains the multiplicative identity of R. Also, we
will generally write s x instead of ss  x . for s g S and g G. As an example,
w xif we take H and N as above, then K H is the crossed product
w x  .K N ) HrN .
 .Let f g Aut S and note that f maps dense right left ideals of S to
 .  .dense right left ideals of S. If q g Q S and if A and B are dense lefts
and right ideals of S, respectively, such that Aq, qB ; S then it is easy to
f  . f f  .fshow that there is a unique element q g Q S such that a q s aqs
f f  .fand q b s qb for all a g A and b g B. One can then show that
f  .q ¬ q is an automorphism of Q S which extends f and that any twos
 .such extensions must be the same. Thus, we may view Aut S ; Aut Q Ss
and the same equations which guarantee that S)G satisfies the associa-
 .  w x.tive law also hold in Q S see 7 . Thus, there is a unique crosseds
 .product Q S )G whose multiplication is consistent with the multiplica-s
tion in S)G. In regard to this crossed product we have
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R s S)G be a crossed product of a ring S and a
group G. The following facts hold:
 .i If B is a dense right ideal of S then BR is a dense right ideal of R.
An analogous statement holds for left ideals.
 .  .  .ii There is a subring P of Q R containing S such that P ( Q S .s s
 .Furthermore, if U is the subring of Q R generated by P and G thens
 .  .  .U s P )G ( Q S )G. Thus, we may regard Q S )G ; Q S)G in thes s s
natural manner.
 .iii If S is not s-closed then neither is R.
 .  .iv If S is a domain and if e¨ery dense right left ideal of R meets S in
 .  .  .a dense right left ideal then Q R s Q S )G. Thus, R is s-closed if ands s
only if S is s-closed.
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Proof.
 .  y1 .i Let r g R and we will show that l r BR s 0. We can writeR
y1 x .r s  s x, where T is a finite subset of G. Let D s F s B andx g T x x g T x
note that D is a dense right ideal of S since it is a finite intersection of
 y1 . x xy1dense right ideals of S. For each x g T we have D ; s B so D ;x
sy1B. Thusx
y1x y1rD ; s xD s s D x ; s s B x ; Bx ; BR .   x x x x
xgT xgT xgT xgT
y1 .  .  .  .so D ; r BR . Now l D s 0 since D is dense so l D s R l D sS R S
 y1 ..0 since R is free as a right S-module. It follows that l r BR s 0, asR
required. The result for dense left ideals follows in a similar manner.
 .ii Set
<P s r g Q R Ar , rB ; S for some dense ideals A ; S and B ; S . 4 .s S S
The usual arguments involving dense ideals show that P is a subring of
 .  .Q R . To show that P ( Q S we will show that it satisfies the abstracts s
 .  .  .characterization of Q S . Clearly, conditions i and ii are satisfied. Ifs
 .rB s 0 for some r g P and some dense right ideal B ; S then r BR s 0
so, since BR is a dense right ideal of R, it follows that r s 0. A similar
 .argument holds for dense left ideals so P satisfies condition iii .
 .For condition iv , let A ; S and B ; S be dense ideals andS S
f : A ª S and g : B ª S compatible homomorphisms. Then RA and BRS S
are dense left and right ideals of R, respectively, and we can define
 .  .  .f 9: RA ª R and g 9: BR ª R by  xa f 9 s  x a f and g 9 b x sx x x
 .g b x. If s g S then, since f is an S-homomorphism,x
x xs xa f 9 s x s a f 9 s x s a f s s x a f s s xa f 9. . .  . .  .  .    x x x x x
If y g G then for each x g G there is a unit m g S with yx s yxm .x x
Thus,
y xa f 9 s yx m a f 9 . .  . x x x
s yx m a f s y x a f s y xa f 9. .  .  .  x x x x
Now f 9 is clearly additive so this shows that it is a left R-homomorphism.
Similarly, g 9 is a right R-homomorphism. The compatibility of f 9 and g 9
 .follows formally from the compatibility of f and g. Thus 'r g Q Rs
which agrees with f 9 on RA and g 9 on BR so ar s af for a g A and
 .rb s g b for b g B. Thus Ar, rB ; S so r g P and this establishes
 .  .condition iv . Therefore, P ( Q S .s
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 .Let U be the subring of Q R generated by P and G. If x g G ands
r g P with a dense left ideal A ; S and a dense right ideal B ; S such
x xthat Ar, rB ; S then A and B are dense left and right ideals of S,
x x x x x .respectively, with the properties that A r s Ar ; S and r B s
x x .rB ; S so r g P. Thus, in any product of elements from P and G,
one can move the elements of G to the left through conjugation of the
intermediate elements of P. The resulting product of elements of G on
the left can then be expressed as an element of G times a unit of S ; P.
The expression then has the form xr, where x g G and r g P. Since
elements of U are sums of products of elements from P and G, this shows
that any element of U can be written as a finite sum of the form  xr .x g G x
To show that the expression is unique, suppose  xr s 0. There is ax g G x
dense right ideal B ; S such that r B ; S for each of the finitely manyx
 .nonzero r ’s. Then  x r B s 0 so, by independence of the x’s in R,x x g G x
we have r B s 0 ; x g G. Thus r s 0 ; x g G, as required. We havex x
xalready shown that P s P ; x g G so we have established that U s P )G.
 .Since there is only one crossed product Q S )G in which the action ands
twisting are consistent with the action and twisting in S)G, it follows that
 .P )G ( Q S )G.s
 .  .iii This part follows immediately from the fact, shown in part ii ,
 .  .  .that G is independent over Q S . Thus, if Q S ) S then Q S )s s s
G ) R.
 .  .iv Clearly the second statement follows from the first and part iii .
 .  .To prove the first statement we only need to show Q R ; Q S )G, sos s
 .let q g Q R with A9 ; R and B9 ; R , both dense such that A9q,s R R
qB9 ; R. By hypothesis, A s A9 l S and B s B9 l S are dense in S.
t .Define the map t : R ª S by  xs s s and note that, since 1 g G hasx 1
trivial action on elements of S, t is a left and right S-module homomor-
 .tphism. Thus the maps f : A ª S and g : B ª S given by af s aq and
 .  .tg b s qb are left and right S-homomorphisms, respectively. Further-
more, if a g A and b g B then
t t t
af b s aq b s aqb s a qb s ag b .  .  .  .  .
 .  .t <so they are compatible. Hence, 'r g Q S such that qb s r b ;b g B.1 s 1
y1 y1 .  .Similarly, for each x g G, x q g Q R and x qB9 ; R so 'r g Q Ss x s
y1 t .with x qb s r b ;b g B.x
For a g A _ 0 and b g B _ 0 we have, since S is a domain,
supp qb s supp a qb s supp aq b s supp aq , .  .  .  . .
 .where supp r denotes the support of r, i.e., the elements of G appearing
with nonzero coefficients in the expression for r. Both sides of this equality
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 .are independent so the expressions must be a constant finite set T s
 .supp qb ;b g B _ 0. Hence we can form the element q9 s  xr gx g T x
 .Q S )G.s
For each x g T and each b g B we have
t
t ty1 y1 y1 y1x qb y q9b s x qb x yr b s x qb y r b s 0. .  . .  y x /
ygT
 .  .Clearly, we have supp qb y q9b ; T ;b g B so in Q Rs
ty1q y q9 b s qb y q9b s x x qb y q9b s 0. .  . .
xgT
 .  . .  .Thus q y q9 B s 0 so q y q9 BR s 0. By part i , BR is a dense right
 .ideal of R so q s q9 g Q S )G.s
Note that a proof similar to the one above can be used to establish an
 .  .  .analogous result for Q for parts i ] iii . It should be noted that part imax
w xwas first observed by Formanek 3 .
In searching for a condition guaranteeing s-closure, one naturally
w xshould consider any condition which implies symmetric closure. In 6 ,
Passman showed that the following equivalent conditions on a group G
w ximply symmetric closure for the group ring K G :
 .1 Every nontrivial conjugacy class of G is uncountable.
 .2 Every nontrivial normal subgroup of G is uncountable.
 .3 If H is a countable subgroup of G then core H s 1.G
 .4 If H is a countable subgroup of G and A a finite subset of G
t  4then ' t g G such that H l A ; 1 .
A group satisfying any of the above conditions is said to be separated this
w x w x .definition comes from 7 ; in 6 these groups are called strongly separated .
Unfortunately, the condition fails to guarantee s-closure, as the net
 .example suggested to the author by Passman shows:
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let G be the matrix group
1 F , /0 M
where F is an uncountable field of characteristic zero and M is an
uncountable multiplicative subgroup of F.
First we will show that G is separated. Let H be a countable subgroup
of G and we will find an element t g G such that H l H t s 1. Let L be
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1 xthe subfield of F generated by all x, y g F such that g H. Now H /0 y
is countable so L is also, and it follows that L - F. Choose any f g F _ L.
 :Then L, f , the field generated by L and f , is countable so 'm g M _
1 f 1 x 1 x
t
 :L, f . Set t s g G. Let g H and suppose g H. /  /  /0 y 0 y0 m
Now
t 1 yfrm 1 mx q f 1 y y .1 x 1 x 1 fs s /  /  /0 y 0 y /  /0 1rm 0 y0 m
 .  :  :so mx q f 1 y y g L. Thus, mx g L, f so, since m f L, f , we must
 .have x s 0. But then f 1 y y g L so, since f f L, we must also have
y s 1. Therefore, H l H t s 1 so core H s F H g s 1. But H was anG g g G
arbitrary countable subgroup of G so it follows that G is separated.
Now G contains the normal subgroup
1 xA s x g F , 5 /0 1
which is isomorphic to the additive group F. Since F has characteristic
zero it follows that A is torsion-free abelian. Thus, if K is a field then
 w x.  w x. w xQ K A s Q K A is a field so K A is not s-closed. As AeG ands cl
w x w x  .  . w xK G s K A ) GrA , Proposition 3.1 iii implies K G is not s-closed.
We can also apply Proposition 3.1 to determining the maximal symmet-
ric ring of quotients of the group algebra of a polycyclic-by-finite group.
w xEXAMPLE 3.3. Let R s K H , where K is a field and H is a polycyclic-
by-finite group. Recall that this means that H has a subnormal series
1 s M e M e ??? e M s G such that each factor group M rM is0 1 n iq1 i
 .either infinite cyclic or finite. We shall determine Q R . Now it ismax
known that H must contain a normal poly-infinite cyclic subgroup N of
w xfinite index in H. If we let S s K N and G s HrN then R s S)G is a
crossed product of a noetherian domain S and a finite group G. Then
 .  .Q S s Q S s F is a division ring and by the version of Propositionmax cl
 .  .3.1 ii which holds for Q we have R ; F )G ; Q R . Nearly themax max
same proof which shows that a group ring of a finite group over a
self-injective ring is self-injective also shows that a crossed product of a
 w x.self-injective ring and a finite group is self-injective see Connell 2 . But
F is self-injective and G is finite so F )G is self-injective. Thus, the
 .  .injective hull E F )G s F )G so its double centralizer Q F )G smax
 .F )G. But the analogue of Theorem 2.5 for Q implies Q F )G smax max
 .  .Q R so Q R s F )G.max max
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Now F is also the left-hand classical ring of quotients of S, so the same
argument above establishes that the left-hand maximal ring of quotients
l  .  .Q R s F )G. Therefore, if q g Q R then there is a dense leftmax max
 .  .ideal of A ; R such that Aq ; R so Q R s Q R s F )G.s max
Our next goal will be to show that group rings of infinite symmetric
groups are not s-closed. First, let us note that a right ideal B is dense in a
w x  t.group ring R s K G if and only if l F B s 0 for all finite subsetst g TR
T ; G. Indeed, the necessity of this condition is obvious, so, conversely, let
us assume the condition holds for some right ideal B ; R and show that B
is dense. Let x g R and T s supp x. If r g F Bt then tr g B ; t g Tt g T
y1 t y1  y1 .so xr g B. Thus, r g x B so F B ; x B. But then l x B s 0t g T R
so, since x was an arbitrary element of R, it follows that B is a dense right
ideal of R. The next lemma provides us with a useful pair of dense
one-sided ideals.
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a group and suppose that G contains a subgroup H
with the property that for e¨ery finite subset T ; G, no finitely generated
subgroup of H contains F H t. If K is a field and I the augmentation idealt g T
w x w x w x w xof K H then IK G is a dense right ideal of K G . Similarly, K G I is a
w xdense left ideal of K G .
w x w xProof. Set R s K G , S s K H , and B s IR. Certainly, B is a right
ideal of R. By the comments before the lemma, we can show that B is
 t.dense by showing that l F B s 0 for every finite subset T ; G. Lett g TR
T be such a subset and clearly we can assume 1 g T. Now F I t ;t g T
t t  .F B so, setting J s F I , it suffices to show that l J s 0. Lett g T t g T R
 : ta g S _ 0 and set M s supp a . By hypothesis, F H o M so we cant g T
 t. tchoose y g F H _ M. Then for every t g T we have y g H sot g T
y t
y1 g H. Thus, 1 y y ty1 g I so 1 y y g I t. This holds for every t g T so
 .  .1 yy g J. As y f M it follows that supp a l supp a y s B so a 1 yy /
0. Therefore, a J / 0 so, since a was chosen as an arbitrary nonzero
 .element of S, we have l J s 0. Now J ; I ; S since 1 g T , and R isS
 .  . w xfree over S so l J s G ? l J s 0, as required. The proof that K G I isR S
dense is similar.
w xWe can now adapt the proof of Lemma 6.1 of 6 to prove
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a group and K a field. If G contains a countably
infinite locally finite subgroup H with the property that for e¨ery finite subset
t w xT ; G, no finitely generated subgroup of H contains F H , then K G ist g T
not s-closed.
Proof. Setting H s N, one can essentially repeat the proof of Lemma
w x6.1 of 6 to establish this result. In that lemma, N was assumed to be a
w xnormal subgroup of G, but that was only necessary to establish that IK G
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w x w xis a two-sided ideal of K G , where I is the augmentation ideal of K H .
w x w xHere we only need to know that IK G and K G I are dense right and left
ideals of R, respectively, and those facts follow from Lemma 3.4 above.
Other than these observations, the two proofs are identical so we refer the
w xreader to 6 .
We apply the above theorem to group rings of infinite symmetric groups:
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let U be an infinite set and N the group of permuta-
tions on U which move only a finite number of ‘‘letters’’ in U. Choose
some countably infinite subset of U and let H be the subgroup of N
which moves only those letters. Then H is a countably infinite locally
finite subgroup of N. If T is a finite subset of N then there are only
finitely many letters of U involved in the cyclic decompositions of the
elements of T so infinitely many elements of H are fixed under conjuga-
tion by the elements of T. Hence, F H t is infinite. But any finitelyt g T
generated subgroup of H is finite so F H t is not contained in at g T
w xfinitely generated subgroup of H. Thus, the theorem implies that K N is
not s-closed.
 .  .Furthermore, if we let G s Sym U then N eG so Proposition 3.1 iii
w ximplies that K G is not s-closed. Note that if U is uncountable then G
contains no countable normal subgroups, so it is separated. Thus, we have
found another example of a separated group whose group ring is not
s-closed.
One obstacle to working with the maximal symmetric ring of quotients is
determining which one-sided ideals are dense. There does not even appear
to be a simple characterization of dense ideals for prime rings. Thus, in the
remainder of this paper, we shall circumvent this problem by working
mostly with group rings which are domains. In this context, a right ideal is
dense if and only if it is essential in the ring, i.e., if and only if it meets
nontrivially every nontrivial right ideal of the ring. We close this section
with a necessary condition for such a ring to be s-closed.
w xPROPOSITION 3.7. Let R s K G be a group ring which is a s-closed
 :domain. Then, for any g g G _ 1, there is a g -orbit in G under conjugation
which is infinite.
Proof. We will prove the contrapositive, so suppose 'g g G for which
 :  .every g -orbit in G is finite. We claim that 1 y g R is an essential right
ideal of R. Let r g R _ 0. Since there are only finitely many elements
involved in the support of r, it follows that g n centralizes r for some n.
Now R is a domain so g n / 1. Hence, 1 y g n / 0 and we have
0 / r 1 y g n s 1 y g n r s 1 y g 1 q g q g 2 q ??? qg ny1 r .  .  .  .
g 1 y g R . .
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 .This proves the claim and, similarly, R 1 y g ess R so 1 y g is invertibleR
 .in Q R . But 1 y g cannot be invertible in R since it is contained in thes
 .augmentation ideal of R so Q R ) R.s
Any nontrivial free product of groups whose group algebra is a domain
satisfies the conclusion of the above proposition. Our ultimate goal for the
rest of this paper is to show that group algebras of a fairly large class of
free products of groups are s-closed. In particular, it will follow that the
group algebra of a nonabelian free group is s-closed. Group algebras of
free groups are 2-firs so we begin by examining 2-firs.
4. THE MAXIMAL SYMMETRIC RING OF QUOTIENTS
OF A 2-fir
In Section 5, we will show that if the monoid algebra of a nontrivial free
product of monoids is a 2-fir then it is s-closed. In particular, it will follow
w xthat free algebras are s-closed. Kharchenko 4 proved that a free algebra
is symmetrically closed using the fact that it satisfies the weak algorithm
and virtually the same proof shows that it is s-closed see Theorem 13.11
w x.of 7 . The disadvantage of that approach for us is that it does not even
work for the group ring of a free group since such rings do not satisfy the
weak algorithm.
w xIn 6 , Passman showed that group rings of free groups are symmetrically
closed by using the fact that a free group contains a ‘‘large’’ normal
separated group and then proving that this forces the group ring of the
whole group to be symmetrically closed. This technique undoubtedly works
for more general free products, so a potential approach would be to first
show, in this way, that such monoid algebras are symmetrically closed and
then show that the symmetric and the maximal symmetric rings of quo-
tients are the same by showing that every dense one-sided ideal contains a
nontrivial two-sided ideal. Unfortunately, the latter condition generally
does not hold, as we now show for the free algebra. Since we will be
working with a domain, recall that a right ideal of a domain is dense if and
only if it is essential.
 :THEOREM 4.1. If R s K x, y, ??? is the free algebra on at least two
letters then there is an essential right ideal which contains no nonzero
 .two-sided ideals. In fact, if Q R is the right Martindale ring of quotients thenr
 .  .Q R - Q R .r max
Proof. Let S be the free monoid on x, y, . . . , making R the monoid
w xalgebra K S . Let
l <T s uyx u g S and l s length uy 4 .0
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and
<T s t g T no proper initial segment of t is in T . 40 0
Then no element of T is an initial segment of any other element of T.
Form the right ideal D s  tR. The sum is direct because if t rt g T 1 1
 4q ??? qt r s 0 with r g R _ 0 and distinct t g T for 1 F i F n, then an n i i
 .term from t r would have to combine with say a term from t r . But1 1 2 2
this would imply that t is an initial segment of t or vice versa and that1 2
cannot happen for distinct elements of T. Note that D s  tR.t g T0
We claim that D is an essential right ideal containing no nonzero
two-sided ideals. Indeed, let 0 / r g R with deg r s n, where deg r de-
notes the length of the longest element in supp r. Then 0 / ryx nq1 g D so
rR l D / 0. This shows that D ess R and hence that D is dense. If
0 / d g D and deg d s n then y nq1d f D so D contains no nonzero
two-sided ideals.
Note that any element t g T ends with the letter x so for such an
element there is a corresponding element t9 g S such that t s t9x. We
 .define a map s : D ª R by s t s t9 for all t g T and then extend
linearly. This map is clearly an R-homomorphism on D so, since D is
 .  .dense, 'q g Q R such that qd s s d ;d g D.max
 .To show that q f Q R we need to show that there are no nonzeror
two-sided ideals I e R with qI ; R. Since D contains no nonzero two-sided
ideals, we will be done if we can show that qr g R « r g D. Given such an
element r, we may subtract from it all monomials with an initial segment
in T as this will not affect whether r g D or not. Thus, without loss of
generality, each element in supp r has no initial segment in T.
Choose n to be a nonnegative integer with n ) 1 q deg r. Then ryx n g
D and, by our assumption about initial segments in supp r, every element
 n. k  k .in supp ryx looks like tx for some t g T and k G 1. Since s tx s
k ky1  n. ny1  . n  n.t9x s tx , we have s ryx s ryx and hence qr yx s q ryx s
 n. ny1s ryx s ryx . But qr g R so each element in the support of the
left-hand side has a final segment yx n while each element in the support
of the right-hand side has a final segment yx ny1. Clearly then the two
supports must be empty so r s 0 g D.
 .Any domain which is not a division ring contains by Zorn’s lemma a
proper dense right ideal upon which one can define a homomorphism
which is not left multiplication by an element of the ring. Hence, any proof
that a given domain R is s-closed ultimately must rest upon an analysis of
 .the compatibility condition, i.e., one must show that the equation a qb s
 .  .a b for q g Q R implies q g R. Thus, one must analyze a factorizations
problem in R.
In general, factorization is not well understood. However, if R is a 2-fir
 .then we know enough to enable us to identify Q R . The followings
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lemma says that if two elements of a 2-fir R have a common left multiple
then they have a greatest common right divisor.
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a 2-fir. If Ra l Rb / 0 for some a , b g R then
'g g R with Ra q Rb s Rg . The right-hand ¨ersion holds as well.
Proof. Consider the left ideal Ra l Rb and suppose it is nonzero. If it
is principal then we are done, so let us assume it is not and derive a
contradiction. It is free since R is a 2-fir so it contains a free left ideal of
 .unique rank 2. But then all free left R-modules of rank 2 have unique
rank.
Let F s R [ R and define a map F ª Ra q Rb by r [ s ¬ ra y sb.
 < 4This map is a left R-epimorphism and the kernel is K s r [ s ra s sb ,
which is nonzero since Ra l Rb / 0. Now Ra q Rb is free so the map
 .splits and we have F ( Ra q Rb [ K. We claim that K is free of
unique rank. Indeed, if we define p : F ª R to be the projection of the
first component then, because b / 0 and R is a domain, it follows that
 .  .K l ker p s 0 so p K ( K. But p K , being a homomorphic image of
F, is generated by two or fewer elements so it and, hence, K are free of
unique rank. Now we have
rank Ra q Rb q rank K s rank F s 2 .  .  .
 .  . with rank Ra q Rb G 1 and rank K G 1 so we must have rank Ra q
.  .Rb s rank K s 1, a contradiction.
 .Recall that Q R is the maximal symmetric Ore localization of the ringO
w xR. The proof of the following proposition is essentially due to Lewin 7 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.3. If R is a 2-fir then Q R s Q R .s O
 .  .Proof. In Section 2, we showed that Q R ; Q R always holds so itO s
 . y1suffices to produce a two-sided divisor set T such that Q R s RT . Lets
 .T be the set of elements in R which are invertible in Q R . Lets
 .0 / q g Q R and a, b g R such that 0 / aq g R and 0 / qb g R. Sinces
 .  .R is a domain, we have a qb s aq b / 0 so Rqb l Rb / 0. The previous
 .lemma implies that R qb q Rb s Rc for some c g R. Viewing this equa-
 .  .tion in Q R , we must have c s g b for some g g Q R . After substitu-s s
tion and cancellation of b, we are left with Rq q R s Rg . Now 1 is
 .contained in the left-hand side so 1 s tg for some t g R. Since Q R is as
domain it follows that g s ty1 so t g T , which implies that q g Rg s
y1 y1  . y1 y1Rt ; RT . Hence, Q R s RT so RT is a ring, which impliess
that T is a right divisor set. The same argument applied to the right ideal
 .  . y1aq R q aR shows that Q R s T R so T is also a left divisor set.s
 .  .Therefore, Q R s Q R .s O
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This proposition puts us in a position to show that certain monoid
algebras are s-closed.
5. MONOID ALGEBRAS OF FREE PRODUCTS OF MONOIDS
We consider the following objects in this section: Let I be an index set
 4with at least two elements and X a family of nonidentity cancellationi i g I
w xmonoids such that the monoid algebras K X over the field K arei
domains. Let M s U X be the free product of the X ’s, i.e., the set ofig I i i
words using the elements of the X ’s as ‘‘letters’’ with multiplicationi
w xsatisfying only the relations of each X . Let R s K M be the monoidi
algebra over K. We will show that R is closed with respect to taking the
maximal symmetric Ore localization.
We adopt the following terminology and notation. If 1 / x g X forp
some p g I we will say that x is a cell of type p. If Y is a subset of R and
w xY ; K X then we will say that Y is homogeneous of type p. Given anp
 .element m g M, the left-most right-most cell in the reduced expression
 .of m will be referred to as the initial final cell of m.
Let m, n g M. If the final cell of m and the initial cell of n are of
different types then we will say that m is separated from n and write m sep
 .n also, 1 sep m and m sep 1 for all m g M . Note that if m sep n then
there is no merging of factors between m and n in the reduced expression
of mn. Thus, in this case, we will often write m) n for mn and we call m
an initial and n a final segment of m) n. We will write a) b)c only if
b / 1 even though a sep 1 and 1 sep c.
If a g M we define the length of a to be the number of cells counting
.repeats appearing in the reduced expression for a and we denote it by
 .  .  .  .  .l a . Thus l 1 s 0. It is easy to see that l a) b) ??? ) z s l a q l b
 .q ??? ql z , where, again, we assume the inside factors are different from
 .1. We extend the length function to R by defining l 0 s y` and
 .   . < 4l r s max l m m g supp r for r g R _ 0. Note that this puts elements
of length zero in K.
There is a way of expressing elements of R which will be useful. Let
 .a g R. If l a G 0 then simply write a in reduced form. Otherwise,
 .  .group together elements of lengths l a and l a y 1 and, within that
grouping, group together elements with the same initial segment of length
 .l a y 1. By factoring, we obtain a unique expression of the form
a s a q mr , 1 .0 m
mgL
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where
 .  .  .i a g R with l a F l a y 2,0 0
 .  .  .ii L ; M with l m s l a y 1 for all m g L, and
 .  .iii r g R _ 0 with l r F 1 and m sep x ; x g supp r for eachm m m
m g L.
We will refer to this representation as the right leading form of a . Note
 .that, by the definition of l a , there is always an r of length 1m
and longest elements in supp a are of the form m) z, where m g L and
1 / z g supp r . We will also use the left leading form, i.e., if b g R andm
 .l b ) 0 then
b s b q s n , 2 .0 n
ngV
 .  .where the symbols on the right satisfy conditions analogous to i ] iii
above. We shall say that a is right compressible if there is a homogeneous
 .  .unit s g R such that l a s - l a . Otherwise, a is right incompressible.
 .Note that for any a g R, a simple inductive argument on l a establishes
that there is an element u g R which is a product of homogeneous units
of R such that a u is right incompressible.
w x.The first two results which follow were first proved by Cohn 1 . We
offer proofs in order to keep our discussion self-contained. The following
lemma provides information about longest elements in the support of the
product of two elements of R.
LEMMA 5.1. Let a , b g R and suppose a is right incompressible. Then
 .  .  .  .  .  .l ab s l a q l b or l a q l b y 1. Additionally, if l a ) 0
 .and if h is the initial segment of length l a of a longest element of
 .  .supp ab then, writing the right leading form of a as in 1 , the following
hold:
 .  < 4i If r m g L is not homogeneous then h g supp a .m
 .  < 4ii If r m g L is homogeneous of type p then h s m) z, wherem
m g L and z / 1 is of type p.
 .Proof. If a s 0 or b s 0 then the result is vacuous since l 0 s y`
 .  .  .and supp 0 s B. If l a s 0 then l ab s l b . Thus, we may assume
 .  .l a ) 0 and we write the right leading form of a as in 1 . If b g K _ 0
 .  .  .  .then supp ab s supp a so l ab s l a . Also, the conclusion in i
 .  .holds and, under the hypothesis in ii , the conclusion in ii holds.
 .Thus, in the sequel we assume l b ) 0 so we can write the left
 .  .  .  < 4leading form of b as in 2 . Set L s l a q l b and D s r m g L jm
 < 4  .s n g V . Let h be the initial segment of length l a of a longestn
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 .  .element in supp ab and note that in order to prove ii , it would suffice
 .to prove the conclusion in i , i.e., h g supp a . Thus we will proceed by
 .first assuming D is not homogeneous and showing that l ab s L and
 .the conclusion in i holds and then assuming D is homogeneous of type p
 .  .and showing that l ab s L y 1 and the conclusion in ii holds.
 .Case 1. D is not homogeneous. Then l ab s L and h g supp a .
Proof. First, we claim that there are elements x g supp a and y g
 .supp b such that l xy s L. Since D is not homogeneous there are
 .elements m g L and n g V such that the elements r and s in 1m n
 .and 2 above are not of the same type. But then there are cells u g
 .  .supp r _ 1 and ¨ g supp s _ 1 which are not of the same type. Set-m n
 .ting x s mu and y s ¨n we have x g supp a , y g sup b , and l xy s
 .  .  .l m)u)¨ ) n s l a q l b s L, as claimed.
 .Suppose a g supp a and b g supp b are any elements such that l ab
 .  .  .s L s l a q l b . The only way that this can happen is for l a s
 .  .  .l a , l b s l b , and a sep b. But then ab s a) b, from which two
 .  .facts follow: A a and b are determined by their product ab and B a is
 .  .the initial segment of ab of length l a . Fact A implies that ab g
 .  .  .supp ab so, in particular, xy g supp ab . Clearly, l ab F L so this
 .  .  .implies l ab s l xy s L. Then fact B implies that the initial segment
 .  .of length l a of any longest element of supp ab is in supp a . Hence,
h g supp a .
 .Case 2. D is homogeneous of type p. Then l ab s L y 1 and
h s m) z, where m g L and 1 / z g supp r is of type p.m
Proof. We claim there are elements e g L and f g V such that
 .l er s f s L y 1. First note that, because all of the r ’s and s ’s aree f m n
 .homogeneous of type p, l mr s n F L y 1 for all m’s and n’s. Notem n
 .also that for any element m g L with l r s 1, the final cell of m mustm
not be of type p since r is of type p. Similarly, the initial cell of anym
 .n g V must not be of type p if l s s 1. Now choose any f g V suchn
 .that l s s 1.f
 .  .Suppose there is an element e g L such that l r s 1 and l r s s 1.e e f
 .Let 1 / z g supp r s . Since r and s are both of type p it follows that ze f e f
is of type p and, as we noted above, the final cell of e and the initial cell of
 .f are not of type p. Hence, e sep z and z sep f so l e) z) f s L y 1.
 .  .As ezf g supp er s f it follows that l er s f s L y 1.e f e f
Now suppose no such e exists. Then r s g K for all m g L withm f
 .  .l r s 1 so s must be a unit. As a is incompressible and l a s Fm f 0 f
 .  .  .l a y 1, we must have l er s s l a for some e g L with r s k ge f e
 .  .  .K _ 0. Then er s s kes so, because l kes s l a s l e q 1, thee f f f
final cell of e must not be of type p. Thus the longest elements in
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 .  .  .  .  .supp kes end in cells of type p so l er s f s l kes q l f s l af e f f
 .ql b y 1 s L y 1, as claimed.
It follows that there are elements x g supp a and y g supp b such that
 .  .l xy s L y 1 and xy g supp er s f . Suppose a g supp a and b ge f
 .   .supp b are any elements such that l ab s L y 1 s l a q l b y 1. It
 .  .  .  .is clear that we must have l a G l a y 1 and l b G l b y 1 so we
can write a s mu and g s ¨n, where m g L, u g supp r , n g V , andm
¨ g supp s . Letting z s u¨ and noting that z is of type p, we must haven
 .ab s m) z) n with z / 1 in order to obtain l ab s L y 1. This implies
 .  .two facts: A m and n are both determined by the product ab and B
 .  .m) z is the initial segment of ab of length l a . Fact A implies that if
 .  .  .ab g supp ms t n then ab g supp ab , so, in particular, xy g supp ab .m n
 .  .Because of this and the fact that l ab F L y 1 we see that l ab s
 .l xy s L y 1. Since a and b were arbitrary with the property that
 .  .l ab s L y 1, fact B implies that we can write h s m) z where m g L
and z / 1 is of type p.
Now we can prove several general properties of R.
PROPOSITION 5.2. The following facts hold:
 .i R is a domain.
 .ii The units of R are products of homogeneous units.
Proof. Let a , b g R. As we observed before Lemma 5.1, there is an
element u g R which is a product of homogeneous units such that a u is
 .  y1 .  .incompressible. By Lemma 5.1, l ab s l a u ? u b G l a u q
 y1 .  .  y1 .l u b y 1. Thus, if ab s 0 then l a u s y` or l u b s y` so
 .a s 0 or b s 0 since u is a unit. This establishes i . If ab s 1 then either
 .  y1 . y1l a u s 0 or l u b s 0, i.e., a u g K _ 0 or u b g K _ 0, respectively.
But then a u ? uy1b g K _ 0 implies that both conditions hold. Hence,
y1  .a u s k g K _ 0 so a s ku is a product of homogeneous units and ii is
proved.
 .Cohn proved a result more general than i , namely that free products of
 .domains are domains. He also proved ii . It should be pointed out that the
 w x w x.treatment above is similar to his treatment see 1 or 5 , but with
different terminology. Now we can obtain a characterization of principal
essential ideals of R.
THEOREM 5.3. Let a g R. If aR ess R then a is a unit in R.
Proof. Suppose a is not a unit and let us show that aR is not essential
in R. As we observed before Lemma 5.1, there is a unit u such that a u is
incompressible. But then a u is a nonunit and a uR s aR so we can
simply assume without loss of generality that a is incompressible. Since a
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 .is not a unit and since we can clearly assume a / 0 we have l a ) 0 so
 .let the right leading form of a be as in 1 .
 .  < 4We choose an element g g M of length l a as follows: If r m g Lm
 .  .is not homogeneous then choose g so that g f supp a and l g s l a .
 < 4Otherwise, if r m g L is homogeneous of type p then let g be anym
 .element of length l a whose final cell is not of type p. In the first case,
 .such a g can be found because l a ) 0 so there are infinitely many
 .  w x .elements in M of length l a since the K X ’s are domains whilei
supp a is a finite set. In the second case, such a g can be found because,
 . < <again, l a ) 0 and I G 2.
Now that g has been chosen, suppose the final cell of g is of type
 4 w x q g I. Choose r g I _ q and select a nonzero nonunit s g K X suchr
.as an element from the augmentation ideal . Form the element g s gs and
 .note that this expression is the right leading form of g since l s s 1 and
g sep x for all x g supp s. Furthermore, g is right incompressible since,
 .  .  .for any homogeneous element t g R, l st G 1 so l g t s l gst G
 .  .l g q 1 s l g .
 .Suppose ab s gd for some b , d g R. Lemma 5.1 ii implies that g is
 .  .the initial segment of length l a of any longest element in supp gd .
But, by the choice of g, the same lemma implies that g cannot be the
 .  .initial segment of length l a of any of the longest elements in supp ab .
Thus, there can be no longest elements in either support, i.e., both
supports are empty. Hence, ab s gd s 0 and since b and d were arbi-
trary it follows that aR l g R s 0. Therefore, aR is not essential in R.
In regard to maximal Ore localizations, this theorem implies
 .COROLLARY 5.4. Any element of Q R which has an in¨erse in R ismax
itself in R. Thus R is closed with respect to Ore localizations.
 .Proof. Let q g Q R with a q s 1 for some a g R. There is anmax
essential right ideal B ; R such that qB ; R. But then B ; aR so aR ess
R. Thus a is a unit of R and q s ay1 g R. The second statement follows
immediately.
This corollary and Proposition 4.3 yield our first result on s-closure.
COROLLARY 5.5. If R is a 2-fir then R is s-closed.
w x w xIn 1 , Cohn proved that a free product of 2-firs is a 2-fir. Thus, if K Xi
w x U w x w xis a 2-fir for each i g I then K M (  K X is a 2-fir so K M isig I i
s-closed. A polynomial ring in one variable over a field and a group ring of
an infinite cyclic group are both 2-firs so it follows that free algebras and
group rings of free groups on two or more variables are s-closed.
Many standard examples of domains have the property that the maximal
symmetric ring of quotients of the domain is generated by the domain and
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inverses of certain elements in the domain. Now we see that the free
products in this section also satisfy this property. However, using the
results of this section, we can find a ring which does not satisfy this
 :property. Let S9 s K x, y be the free algebra on x and y over the field
K and let I9 be the ideal of S9 generated by x. Set R9 s K q I9 and note
that R9 is a domain. Now 0 / I9e R9 so I9 is left and right essential in R9.
 .For any s g S9, sI9, I9s ; I9 ; R9 so R9 ; S9 ; Q R9 . But then bys
 .  .Theorem 2.5 and the last corollary we have Q R9 s Q S9 s S9. Sinces s
the only elements of R invertible in S9 are the elements of K we see that
 .Q R9 is not generated by R9 and inverses of elements of R9.s
Our final result of this section will be to prove that R is s-closed if the
index set I is infinite. We can prove this through a result on factorization
which holds for I infinite. The next lemma will help us obtain that result.
LEMMA 5.6. Let a g R _ K and suppose the right leading form of a is as
 .  .in 1 . Let s g R _ 0 be homogeneous of type p. Suppose l a s ) 0 and
 .write the right leading form of a s as a s s a q  nt . If l t s 1 then1 ng L n n1
 .  < 4i t g Ks if r m g L is not homogeneous of type p.n m
 .  < 4ii t s r s for some e g L if r m g L is homogeneous of type pn e m
and s is not a unit.
In particular, if s is not a unit then each element of maximal length in
 .supp a s has a final cell of type p.
 < 4Proof. Suppose r m g L is not homogeneous of type p. Then the setm
G of longest elements of supp a whose final cells are not of type p is
nonempty. Writing a s a 9 q  nk , where k g K, we have a s sng G n n
 .a 9s q  n k s s a q  nt . For each n g G , the elements inng G n 1 ng L n1
 .  .  .  .supp nk s are of the form n) x, where supp s , so l nk s s l a q 1n n
 .  .and n is the initial segment of length l a of any element in supp nk s .n
 .  .  .  .Now l a 9s F l a and any element in supp a 9s of length l a neces-
sarily ends with a cell of type p so such an element cannot be in G . Thus,
in constructing the right leading form of a s, none of the terms from a 9s
 .combine with the nk s terms. Therefore, if l t s 1 then t s k s forn n n e
some e g G .
 < 4Now suppose r m g L is homogeneous of type p and s is not a unit.m
Then the subset G ; L of elements whose final cells are not of type p is
  <  . 4.nonempty in fact, G > m g L l r s 1 . Writing a s a 9 q  mrm mg G m
 .we have a s s a 9s q  m r s s a q  nt . For each m, themg G m 1 ng L n1
 .  .elements in supp mr s are of the form m) x, where p g supp r s , so mm m
 .  .is the initial segment of length l a y 1 of any element in supp mr s .m
 .  .  .Furthermore, l r s s 1 since s is not a unit so l mr s s l a . By them m
 .  .choice of G , l a 9 F l a y 1 and any element in supp a 9 of length
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 .  .  .l a y 1 must have a final cell of type p. Thus l a 9s F l a y 1 and
 .  .any element in supp a 9s of length l a y 1 has a final cell of type p so
such an element is not in G . Thus, in constructing the right leading form
 .of a s, none of the terms from a 9s combine with the m r s terms.m
 .Therefore, if l t s 1 then t s r s for some e g G ; L.n n e
The lemma above allows us to prove the following result on factorization
in R.
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let g g R be di¨ isible on the right by a homogeneous
nonunit of type p. If b and b9 are nonzero elements of R in¨ol¨ ing no cells of
type p and if gb9 s g 9b for some g 9 g R then g di¨ ides g 9 on the left and b
di¨ ides b9 on the right.
Proof. Since R is a domain, it suffices to show that b divides b9 on the
right and, clearly, we can further assume that b is a nonunit.
Let us write Y s X and Y s U X , so our index set is nowp p q i / p i
 4I s p, q and, by hypothesis, b and b9 are homogeneous of type q. Also
by hypothesis, we can write g s a s, where a , s g R and s is a homoge-
neous nonunit of type p. If we write the right leading form of a s as in the
 < 4previous lemma then the lemma implies that t n g L is homogeneousn 1
of type p note that if a g K then the lemma does not apply but, clearly,
.the conclusion still holds . Now a sb9 s gb9 s g 9b and we are assuming
 .b is a nonunit so l a sb9 ) 0. Thus, we can write the right leading form
of a sb9 as
a sb9 s a q nu . 3 .2 n
ngL2
 .Choose any e g L with l u s 1. Since b9 is homogeneous of type2 e
 .q / p, part i of the lemma implies that u s kb9, where k g K. Againe
 .g 9b s a sb9 so 3 is the right leading form of g 9b. We are assuming that
b is a homogeneous nonunit so the lemma again implies that u s rb fore
y1some r g R. Thus, kb9 s rb so b9 s k rb , as required.
Now we can prove the final
THEOREM 5.8. If the index set I is infinite then R is s-closed.
 .Proof. Let q g Q R with q / 0. Choose any element b g R suchs
that 0 / q b g R. Only finitely many types of cells can be involved in b
and q b so choose a type, say p, which is not involved. Choose a nonzero
nonunit s g R of type p. There is an essential left ideal C ; R such that
Cq ; R so, since C is left essential, there is an element a g R such that
 .  . .  .a s g C _ 0 so 0 / a s q g R. Then a s q b s a sq b so, by the previ-
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 .ous proposition, q b s rb for some r g R. But Q R is a domain ands
b / 0 so q s r g R. Thus R is s-closed.
6. EMBEDDING Q IN MALCEV]NEUMANN RINGSs
As we have seen, if H is a group and N a normal subgroup such that
w x w xk N is not s-closed then k H is not s-closed. Hence, as one would
 w x.  w x.expect, Q k H and Q k N are related. The motivation in thiss s
 w x.  w x.section is to obtain a better description of Q k H in terms of Q k N .s s
We were able to obtain such a description only under strict conditions, but
w xour results apply fairly nicely when k N is a domain and they will be
crucial in Section 7 in proving that certain group rings are s-closed.
Actually our results apply more generally to certain crossed products, as
follows. Let S)G be a crossed product of a ring S and an ordered group
G. Recall that to say that G is an ordered group means that G has a linear
order relation F such that x F y implies xz F yz and zx F zy for all
 .x, y, z g G. We set P s Q S and recall that in Section 3, we showed thats
there is a unique crossed product P )G containing S)G as a subring.
 ..There is a crossed product analogue U s P ) G of the Malcev]
Neumann construction, i.e., U consists of all sums  xr such that T isx g T x
a well-ordered subset of G and each r g P. The same equations in Sx
 ..which guarantee that the associative law holds in S) G also hold in P
 ..so the associative law holds in P ) G . Finally, R will be a ring with
S)G ; R ; U. All of the above notation will be in force throughout the
rest of this section.
 .We will show that up to isomorphism Q R ; U when two conditionss
on R are satisfied. First let us define those conditions. For any subset
T ; U we let T stand for the elements of T with support in the positiveq
 .cone of G, i.e., elements t g T with g G 1 for all g g supp t . If I is a left
 .  .right ideal of R then I is a left right S-submodule of the ring R . Forq q
any u g U, let ut g P be the coefficient of 1 in u. Then this defines a map
t : U ª P which is a P-bimodule homomorphism on U and a ring
 .homomorphism when restricted to U . Thus, for a left right ideal I asq
t  .above I is a left right S-submodule of P. We can now define the firstq
condition.
DEFINITION 6.1. We will say that R satisfies the dense trailing module
 . tproperty ‘‘if given any dense left right ideal I ; R then I is a dense leftq
 . tright S-submodule of P, i.e., I l S is dense in S.’’q
Later we will give an example of a ring R which does not satisfy this
condition. However, if one replaces the word ‘‘dense’’ by the word ‘‘essen-
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tial’’ in the definition then every ring R satisfies the resulting condition as
we now show.
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let S)G ; R ; U be as abo¨e. Then
 . ti If I is an essential left ideal of R then I ess P.q S
 .ii If S is left and right nonsingular then R satisfies the dense trailing
module property.
 . tProof. i Let r g P and let us show that I l Sr / 0. Since I essq
R there is x g R such that xr g I _ 0. By multiplying xr on the left byR
 . tthe inverse of the smallest element of supp xr we may assume x r s
 .t t t txr g I _ 0 since t is a P-homomorphism. Now x , x r g P _ 0 so byq
properties of dense left ideals we can find an element a g S such
that axt g S and axtr / 0. Then since It is a left S-module we have 0 /q
axtr g It l Sr, as required.q
 .  . tii If I is a dense left ideal of R then I ess R so, by part i , I essR q
 t . tP. Thus I l S ess S so since S is left nonsingular I l S is a denseS q q
left ideal of S, which implies that It is a dense left S-submodule of P.q
The analogous result can be proven for right ideals so R satisfies the
dense trailing module property.
 4  .  .We define a ‘‘degree’’ function d : U ª G j ` by d u s min supp u
 .  .   .  .4and d 0 s `. For all u, ¨ g U we have d u q ¨ G min d u , d ¨ and
 .  .  .d u¨ G d u d ¨ with equality in the latter if and only if the product of
the trailing terms of u and ¨ is nonzero.
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose R satisfies the dense trailing module property. Let A
be a dense left ideal of R and u g U. Then
 .  .  .i There is an element a g A such that d au s d u .q
 .   . < 4  .ii min d au a g A s d u .q
 .Proof. i This is clear for u s 0 so assume u / 0 and write u s
t .rh q ??? , where h s d u and 0 / r g P. Now A is a dense left S-sub-q
module of P so At r / 0, which implies 'a g A such that atr / 0. Sinceq q
at and r are the trailing coefficients of a and u, respectively, and their
 .  .  .  .product is different from zero, we have d au s d a d u s d u , as
required.
 .  .  .  .  .ii This follows immediately from part i since d au G d a d u G
 .d u for all a g A .q
Our second condition involves the degree function d and must be
phrased in terms of certain homomorphisms on dense left and right ideals
of R. Consider a homomorphism v : A ª U, where A is a dense leftR
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ideal of R. For any ¨ g U and h g G, we will write v q ¨ and v h to
stand for the homomorphisms a ¬ av q a¨ and a ¬ av h, respectively,
for a g A. We will refer to v as an augmented homomorphism on R if
v s f q u, where u g U and f : A ª R is a map with a compatibleR
counterpart f9: B ª R with B a dense right ideal of R. If we define theR
map v9: B ª U by v9 s f9 q u then we will refer to v9 as a compatibleR
counterpart to v. In particular, if u g U then right multiplication by u
gives an augmented homomorphism u: A ª U for any dense ideal A ; RR
  . < 4  .and, by Lemma 6.3, the set d au a g A attains a minimum of d u ifq
R satisfies the dense trailing module property. The second condition
demands that for any augmented homomorphism, the corresponding set
attains a minimum.
DEFINITION 6.4. The degree function d is extendible on R if the set
d av a g A . 4q
has a minimum for each augmented homomorphism v : A ª U. WhenR
 .this occurs we will denote this minimum by d v .
For our purposes, the most important examples of rings which satisfy the
dense trailing module property and extendability of d are given in the
following
PROPOSITION 6.5. If S is a domain and S)G ; R ; U then R satisfies
the dense trailing module property and d is extendible on R.
Proof. If S is a domain then it is left and right nonsingular so by
 .Proposition 6.2 ii , R satisfies the dense trailing module property. Further-
more, let v : A ª U be an augmented homomorphism on R with v / 0R
and let v9: B ª U be a compatible counterpart. Choose any a g A andR
 .  .b g B. Taking the degree of both sides of the equation av b s a v9b
 .  .  .and using the fact that P s Q R is a domain give d av d b ss
 .  .  .y1  .  .  .y1d a d v9b . Hence d a d av s d v9b d b . Both sides of this
equation are independent so they must equal a constant g g G for all
 .  .a g A and b g B. Thus d av s d a g so
min d av a g A s g . . 4q
and this proves that d is extendible on R.
The following lemma gives some basic properties of d on augmented
homomorphisms.
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose d is extendible on R. Let v : A ª U be anR
augmented homomorphism on R.
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 .  .   .  .4i If ¨ g U then d v q ¨ G min d v , d ¨ .
 .  .  .ii If h g G then d v h s d v h.
 .  .  .  .iii If a g A then d av G d a d v .
 .iv If R satisfies the dense trailing module property and if v9: B ª UR
 .  .  .is a compatible right counterpart to v then d v9b G d v d b for all
b g B.
 .  .Proof. i By assumption on R, d v q ¨ exists so for some a g Aq
 .  .   .  .4   .  .4we have d v q¨ s d av q a¨ G min d av , d a¨ G min d v , d ¨ .
 .ii Because g h F g h if and only if g F g for any g , g g G,1 2 1 2 1 2
one sees that
d v h s min d av h a g A .  . 4q
s min d av h a g A s d v h. .  . 4q
 .  .y1  .y1  .   .y1 . .iii If a g A then d a a g A so d a d av s d d a a vq
 .  .  .  .G d v . Thus d av G d a d v .
 .  .iv Let b g B. By Lemma 6.3 i , there is an element a g A suchq
  ..  .that d a v9b s d v9b . But then
d v9b s d a v9b s d av b G d av d b G d v d b , .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
as required.
LEMMA 6.7. Suppose R satisfies the dense trailing module property and
suppose the degree function d is extendible on R. Let v : A ª U be anR
 .augmented homomorphism on R with d v G 1. Then there is an element
 .r g P such that d v y r ) 1.
Proof. Let v9: B ª U be a compatible counterpart to v. By theR
dense trailing module property, At and Bt are dense left and rightq q
t  t .  .tS-submodules of P, respectively. Define v : A ª P by a v s av0 q 0
X t X  t .  .t t  .  .and v : B ª P by v b s v9b . If a s 0 then d a ) 1 so by iii0 q 0
 .  .of the previous lemma and the fact that d v G 1 we have d av ) 1.
 .tThus, av s 0 so, since v and t are left S-homomorphisms, it follows
 .that v is a well-defined left S-homomorphism. Similarly, using iv of the0
previous lemma, vX is a right S-homomorphism.0
Now if a g A and b g B then av, v9b g U so, since t is a ringq q q
homomorphism on U , we haveq
t tt t Xt t t t t ta v b s av b s av b s a v9b s a v9b s a v b . .  .  .  . .  . .  .0 0
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Hence, v and vX are compatible S-homomorphisms on the dense S-sub-0 0
modules At and Bt of P, respectively, so by the alternate characteriza-q q
t t  .ttion of Q it follows that 'r g P such that ar s a v s av ;a g A .s 0 q
 .  .By definition, d v y r s d a v y a r for some a g A . Now0 0 0 q
 .  .  .  .td a v G 1 and d a r G 1 so d a v y a r G 1. But a v y a r s 00 0 0 0 0 0
 .since t is a P-homomorphism so we have d v y r ) 1.
Now we can prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 6.8. Let S)G be a crossed product of a ring S and an ordered
 .  ..group G and let U s Q S ) G be the corresponding Malce¨ ]Neumanns
crossed product. Let R be a subring of U containing S)G and satisfying the
 .dense trailing module property. Then, up to isomorphism, Q R ; U if ands
only if the degree function d is extendible on R.
 .  .Proof. As before, set P s Q S . Suppose Q R ; U and lets s
v : A ª U be an augmented homomorphism. By definition, v s f q uR
for some element u g U and some homomorphism f : A ª R with aR
 .compatible counterpart f9: B ª R . Then '¨ g Q R ; U such thatR s
a¨ s af ;a g A so, letting w s ¨ q u, we have aw s av ;a g A. Hence,
  . < 4   . < 4d av a g A s d aw a g A and since R satisfies the dense trail-q q
ing module property, Lemma 6.3 implies that the right-hand side attains a
 .  .minimum of d w , so the left-hand side does also. Thus, d v exists and
since v was an arbitrary augmented homomorphism it follows that d is
extendible on R.
For the converse, suppose d is extendible on R and set
<Q s u g U Au, uB ; R for some dense A ; R and B ; R . 4R R
 .We will prove that Q ( Q R by proving that Q satisfies conditionss
 .  .  .  .i ] iv of Proposition 2.1. Conditions i and ii are obviously satisfied.
 .For condition iii , if 0 / u g Q and A ; R is dense such that Au ; RR
  . < 4  .  .then min d au a g A s d u - ` so Au / 0. But then Au B / 0 forq
any dense right ideal B ; R so uB / 0, as required.
 .Now let us prove iv . Let A ; R and B ; R be dense andR R
f : A ª R and f9: B ª R be compatible homomorphisms. For anyR R
u g U, note that f y u is an augmented homomorphism. Define the set
S s u g U d f y u ) f ; f g supp u . 4 .
Note that S is nonempty since 0 g S . We order S by u F u provided1 2
 .u s u q ¨ , where g - d ¨ for all g g supp u .2 1 1
We will use Zorn’s lemma to prove that S has a maximal element.
 4Suppose u is a linearly ordered subset of S . Set F s supp u for alli i g I i i
i g I. Set F s D F and suppose C is a nonempty subset of F. Thenig I i
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C l F / B for some j g I so C l F has a smallest element c. Ifj j
d g C _ F then d g F for some i g I with u ) u . By the definition ofj i i j
the ordering, it follows that d ) c. Therefore, c is smallest in C and this
shows that F is well-ordered.
To each g g F, we set r g P to be the right-hand coefficient of g ing
u , where i g I satisfies g g F . This assignment is unambiguous due toi i
 4the definition of the ordering on S and the fact that u is a linearlyi i g I
ordered subset of S . Now we form u s  g r g U and show that itg g F g
satisfies the final property in the definition of S . Now F s supp u so let f
be an arbitrary element of F. Then f g F for some j g I. If g g F _ Fj j
 .  .then g ) f so if we let ¨ s  g r then d ¨ ) f. Now d f y u ) fg g F _ F g jj
since u g S so, since u s  g r q  g r s u q ¨ , it followsj g g F g g g F _ F g jj j
 .  .  . .  by Lemma 6.6 i that d f y u s d f y u y ¨ G min d f yj
.  .4u , d ¨ ) f. Thus u g S so, by Zorn’s lemma, S has a maximal ele-j
ment w.
 .  .  y1 y1.Suppose d f y w s h g G. By Lemma 6.6 ii , d fh y wh s 1
 y1 y1 .so by the previous lemma 'r g P with d fh y wh y r ) 1. There-
  .. fore, d f y w q rh ) h and, since h ) f ; f g supp w, we have d f y
 ..  .w q rh ) f ; f g supp w q rh , so w q rh g S . But w q rh ) w,
which contradicts the maximality of w in S .
 .  .Thus d f y w s ` so a f y w s 0 ;a g A , which implies af s awq
  ..  .  .  .;a g A. If b g B then a f9 b s af b s a wb ;a g A so f9 b s wb.
 .Therefore, Aw, wB ; R so w g Q and we have established iv of the
 .abstract characterization. Thus Q ( Q R .s
As we observed earlier, if S is a domain and if S)G ; R ; U then R
satisfies the dense trailing module property and extendibility of d so we
have the
COROLLARY 6.9. If S is a domain and S)G ; R ; U is as abo¨e then,
 .  .up to isomorphism, Q R ; U. If , in addition, S is s-closed then Q R ;s s
 ..S) G .
For the remainder of this section, we restrict our attention to rings of
w y1 x w x  :the form R s S t, t , where S is a ring, i.e., R s S G , where G s t is
an ordered group under the ordering t m - t n if m - n. In this context, R
satisfies the dense trailing module property provided It is a dense leftq
 .  .right ideal of S for any dense left right ideal I ; R. Since G is a
well-ordered group, the degree function d is extendible on R provided
  . < 4d af a g A is bounded below in G for any dense left ideal A ; Rq
and any left R-homomorphism f : A ª R with a compatible right coun-R
terpart. In particular, it is not difficult to show that if S is noetherian then
d is extendible on R.
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w y1 xNow let us find a ring R s S t, t which does not satisfy the dense
trailing module property. To do that, let S be commutative and recall that
an ideal in a commutative ring is dense if and only if its annihilator in the
ring is zero.
LEMMA 6.10. Let S be a commutati¨ e ring. Suppose ' y g S with A s
w y1 xann y such that A l yS s 0 and ann A / 0. Then S t, t does not satisfyS A
the dense trailing module property.
w y1 x  .Proof. Set R s S t, t and let I s y q t R. Since the coefficient of
the highest power of t in y q t is 1 it follows that y q t is regular in R so
I is a dense ideal of R. We will show that its trailing ideal J is not dense in
S. To this end, we claim J ; A q yS. We can write a typical element of I
as
y q t s q s t q ??? t m s ys q s q ys t q ??? t m , .  .  . .0 1 0 0 1
where s , s g S, s / 0, and m g Z. If we can show that the trailing0 1 0
coefficient of this element is in A q yS then we will be done. If ys / 00
then ys is the trailing coefficient and ys g yS, as required. Thus suppose0 0
ys s 0. Then 0 / s g ann y s A so since A l yS s 0 we have s q0 0 S 0
ys / 0. Hence s q ys is the trailing coefficient and s q ys g A q yS,1 0 1 0 1
which establishes the claim. Now let 0 / x g ann A. Then x g ann y soA S
 .x A q yS s 0. Therefore, xJ s 0 so J is not dense in S.
w x  2 .  .  2 .  .EXAMPLE 6.11. Let S s Z x, y r x q xy , where x and xy rep-
w x 2resent the ideals of Z x, y generated by x and xy, respectively, and, for
w xa g Z x, y , let a denote the image of a under the canonical homo-
w x  .morphism Z x, y ª S. Suppose a g ann y . Then ay s 0 so ay gS
2 .  . w x w xx q xy ; xZ x, y , which implies that a g xZ x, y . Thus a g xS so
 .  .ann y ; xS. The opposite containment is obvious so ann y s xS. SinceS S
2  .xy s 0 it follows that xS l yS s 0 and since x s 0 it follows that x xS
y1w xs 0. Hence, S satisfies the conditions of the lemma with y s y so S t, t
does not satisfy the dense trailing module property.
 w y1 x.We claim that, in addition, Q S t, t cannot be embedded ins
ww y1 xx  .P t, t , where P s Q S . First, let us determine P. Let I be a denses
 .ideal of S. Because x xS q yS s 0 it follows that I o SS q yS so 'a g I
w xsuch that a has a nonzero constant term. If ab s 0 for some b g Z x, y
 2 .  . then ab g x q xy so, since a has a nonzero constant term and Z is
2.  .  .a domain , we must have b g x q xy , which implies b s 0. Hence, a
is a regular element of S. It follows that every dense ideal of S contains a
 .  .regular element which generates a principal dense ideal so P s Q S ss
 .Q S .cl
y1 y1 w x. ww xxNow suppose Q S t, t ; P t, t . The element y q t is regular ins
w y1 x  w y1 x.S t, t so it has an inverse q g Q S t, t . But then we could view q ass
y1ww xx  .an element of P t, t and consider the equation y q t q s 1 inside
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ww y1 xxP t, t . By the same argument as that in the proof of the previous
 .lemma, the trailing coefficient on the left is inside ann y q yP s xP q yPP
while the trailing coefficient on the right is 1. But xP q yP has a nonzero
annihilator in P so 1 f xP q yP. This contradiction proves that the
embedding is impossible.
Now we show that the dense trailing module property alone is insuffi-
w y1 xcient to obtain the embedding by finding a ring R s S t, t which
satisfies the dense trailing module property but not extendibility of d .
 .Recall that the ring of row-finite column-finite matrices over a field K is
the set of infinite matrices over K, indexed by the positive integers, such
 .that each row column contains only finitely many nonzero elements, with
addition and multiplication defined in the natural manner. Note that the
rings of row-finite and column-finite matrices both contain the ring of
finite matrices.
w y1 xEXAMPLE 6.12. Let R s S t, t , where S is the ring of row- and
column-finite matrices over a field K. Let I be the set of finite matrices
over K ; it follows that I eS. Also, S is a prime ring.
 .If e is the matrix unit with a 1 in the 1, 1 position and zeros11
elsewhere then Se is an irreducible left ideal of S and e S is an11 11
irreducible right ideal of S so the left and right socles of S are nonzero.
 .  .Any essential left right ideal of S contains the left right socle of S and
 .  .S is a prime ring so essential left right ideals of S have zero right left
annihilators in S. Hence, S is left and right nonsingular so R satisfies the
dense trailing module property by Proposition 6.2.
However, we claim that the degree function is not extendible on R.
 :  :  :Clearly, I t e R so since S is prime, I t is dense. Define f : I t ª RR
 :  . ` yi  .  ` yi.and f9: I t ª R by y f s y e t and f9 y s  e t y,R is1 i i is1 i i
where the e ’s are the obvious matrix units. These maps make sensei i
 :because any element y g I t involves only finitely many matrix units so
 .  . ` yiy f, f9 y g R. Also, we can view  e t and the elements of R asis1 i i
elements of an ‘‘inverse’’ laurent series ring over S in which powers of t
decrease to y`. Then the associative law in that ring implies both that f
and f9 are R-homomorphisms and that they are compatible. Now e gnn
 :  . yn ynI t for all n g N and e f s e t , which has degree t . Thusq nn nn
  . <  : 4d yf y g I t has no lower bound so d is not extendible on R.q
7. FREE PRODUCTS CONTROLLED BY NONTRIVIAL
ORDERED GROUPS
Our goal for the rest of this paper will be to obtain s-closure for group
rings of certain free products of groups with a finite number of factors.
The following proposition will be useful in that it provides an alternate way
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 4of expressing such group rings. If X is a family of groups then weg g g I
denote their free product by U X .g g I g
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let X and H be groups and let F s X ) H be their free
product. Suppose Y e H and G s HrY. If we form the normal closure
 .FN s X )Y then the following facts hold:
 . U  4i N s  X , where I s G j ` , each X ( X for g g G, andg g I g g
X s Y.`
 .ii FrN ( G.
 . w x w xiii If K is a field then K F ( K N )G is a crossed product in
hwhich, for g, h g G, the twisting and action satisfy gh s ghz and X sg
zy1 X z, where z g X and X h s X .g h ` ` `
Proof. For each g g G let g g H be a coset representative or g and
gset X s X . Then X ( X. Also, for each g, h g G we have gh s ghz forg g
h g h g hz y1some z g Y so X s X s X s z X z.g g h
Let W be the group generated by the X ’s and Y and let us show thatg
g g1 2they freely generate W. Let w g W, so we can write w s y x y x ???1 1 2 2
g ny x , where each x g X and y g Y, each x / 1 for i - n, and if y s 1n n i i i i
for some i ) 1 then g / g . Suppose this expression is nontrivial and letiy1 i
y1us show that w / 1. If n s 1 then w s y g x g with either x / 1 or1 1 1 1 1
y / 1 so, clearly, w / 1. Suppose n ) 1. Then we can write1
y1 y1 y1 y1¡ y g x g y g x g y g ??? g y g x g , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 ny1 n n n n
if x / 1;n~w s
y1 y1 y1 y1y g x g y g x g y g ??? g y g x g y , . .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 ny2 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n¢
otherwise,
y1where each x / 1 in both expressions. Now if we had g y g s 1 fori iy1 i i
some i ) 1 then it would follow that g s g so y s 1, contrary toiy1 i i
y1assumption. Hence, g y g g H _ 1 for i ) 1 so, in view of the twoiy1 i i
expressions above in X ) H, it follows that neither one can be the identity
 U .so w / 1. This shows that W s  X )Y. Note that the aboveg g G g
expressions also show that W l H s Y.
Next we claim that every element of F can be written uniquely in the
form gw, where g g G and w g W. Let f g F and write the reduced form
of f in X ) H as f s h x h x ??? h x , where each h g H, x g X,1 1 2 2 n n i i
h / 1 for i ) 1, and x / 1 for i - n. We prove that f can be written ini i
the required form by induction on n. We can write h s g y for some1 1
 .g g G and y g Y. If n s 1 then f s h x s g yx and yx g W, as1 1 1 1 1 1
required. Thus, assume n ) 1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, h x ???2 2
h x s gw and g g s g zz for some z g Y so we haven n 1 1
g gf s h x h x ??? h x s g yx gw s g g zy x w , .  .1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 1 1
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as required. For uniqueness, suppose g w s g w . Then for some z g Y1 1 2 2
y1 y1we have g g s w w z g H l W s Y so g s g and w s w .2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
gSince W s W for all g g G it follows that W e F. But X )Y ; W ; N
and N is the normal closure of X )Y in F so N s W. Setting X s Y`
 .establishes part i . If we define a map F ª G by gw ¬ g then the
uniqueness of expression of gw implies that the map is well-defined and it
is easy to see that the map is an epimorphism. The kernel is N so
 . w x w xG ( FrN, which establishes ii . Therefore, K F ( K N )G and, by
 .earlier comments, iii is established.
In the situation of the proposition, we will say that the free product F is
controlled by the group G. In the rest of this section we will consider a free
product F s X ) H controlled by a nontrivial ordered group G such that
w xR s K F is a domain for some field K. In addition, we adopt some
further notation.
w xThe proposition says that we can write R s S)G, where S s K N is
U  4the group ring of the free product N s  X with I s G j ` .g g I g
Applying the terminology of Section 5 to S, we shall refer to the elements
in the X ’s as cells and the elements in the X ’s with g / ` as orbit cells.g g
 .  .Given an element n g N, cell n will be the set of cells and ocell n the
set of orbit cells appearing in the reduced expression for n. Given a subset
 .  .  .  .D ; N we set cell D s D cell n and ocell D s D ocell n .ng D ng D
w xAlso, recall that an element s g S is homogeneous of type g if s g K Xg
for some g g I.
 .  .For each cell y g D X let r y s g, where y g X , i.e., r y is y’sg g I g g
 .  .   . <type. This gives us a map r : N ª I by r 1 s ` and r n s min r y y
 .4 5 5g cell n for n / 1. Letting n denote the number of orbit cells in the
reduced expression of n g N, including multiplicities, we define a breadth
function v : N ª I by
y1¡ <min r x r y x , y g ocell n and x is to the left of y in n , .  .  . 4
5 5~ if n G 2;v n s .
`,¢
otherwise.
 .By part iii of the proposition, it is easy to see that r and v satisfy
 h.  .  h.  .r n s r n h and v n s v n ;n g N and h g G, where, in the
former equation, ` ? h s `.
First we need the rather technical
 4LEMMA 7.2. Let J be a finite set and let v be a set of nonzeroh hg J
nonunits of S, each homogeneous of a distinct type l . Suppose  s c sh hg J h h
0, where each s , c g S and each c is di¨ isible on the left by w . If a longesth h h h
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element of D supp c is contained in supp c then for each f g supp shg J h k k
not ending in a cell of type l there is e g supp s for some r g J and a cellk r
y of type l such that f ) y is an initial segment of e.k
Proof. By the obvious analogue of Lemma 5.6 for multiplication on the
left side, longest elements of supp c for h g J have initial cells of typeh
l . Let n g supp c be a longest element as in the statement and leth k
f g supp s be an element not ending in a cell of type l . Since n has ank k
initial cell of type l it follows that f sep n.k
In order for  s c s 0 to hold there must be e g supp s andhg J h h r
 .  .m g supp c or some r g J such that em s f ) n and r, m / k, n .r
However, we may simply assume m / n, regardless of the value of r, since
for r / k, longest elements of supp c have initial cells of type l / l .r r k
Let ¨ be the longest final segment of e such that ¨y1 is an initial
segment of m. Then e¨y1 is an initial segment of e and ¨m is a final
segment of m. If the initial cell z of ¨m is of the same type as th final cell
of e¨y1 then set e9 s e¨y1 z and m9 s zy1 ¨m; otherwise, set e9 s e¨y1
and m9 s ¨m. In either case, we have f ) n s em s e9) m9, where m9 is a
final segment of m and e9 agrees with the initial segment of e of length
 .  .l e9 , except for possibly the final cell of e9 , which at least agrees in type.
 .  .  .Since m9 is a final segment of m and l m F l n we have l m9 F
 .  .  .l n . If l m9 s l n then f ) n s e9) m9 implies that m9 s n so m s n,
 .  .contrary to assumption. Thus, we must have l m9 - l n . But then the
equation f ) n s e9) m9 again implies that the initial segment f ) x of
f ) n, with x the initial cell of n of type l , is an initial segment of e9. Byk
the relationship between e and e9, it follows by considering several cases
 .  .that e has an initial segment of the form f ) y, where r y s r x s l ,k
as required.
As in Section 6, we can form the Malcev]Neumann crossed product
 ..S) G , in which the multiplication is consistent with the multiplication in
S)G. The next lemma gives an important result about this larger ring.
 ..LEMMA 7.3. Employing the notation abo¨e, if q g S) G and qB ;
R s S)G for some essential right ideal B ; R then q g R.
Proof. Let us assume q f R and derive a contradiction. Write q s
 gs , where F is a well-ordered subset of G and each s g S. Setg gF g g
F 9 s D supp s . We prove the result in three steps.g gF g
Step 1. Let v be defined as before the statement of the lemma. Then
 .there is W g G such that v n ) W ;n g F 9.
Proof. Let 0 / b g B and multiply b on the right by an appropriate
element of G so that we can write, without loss of generality, b s
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 hb , where J is a finite subset of G containing 1, each b g S,hg J h 0 q h0
and b / 0. Then1
h
y1q b s i s hb s g z s b ,   i h g , h g h h /  / /
igF hgJ ggFJ hgJ0 0 0
where each z g X and s s 0 if j f F . Since q b g R it follows thatg , h ` j
there is a finite subset C ; FJ such that0 0
z sh y1 b s 0 ) . g , h g h h
hgJ0
for all g g FJ _ C . Set J X s D supp b and C X s D supp s .0 0 0 hg J h 0 g gC g0 0
Note that C X ; F X. In this context, we make the following0
CLAIM. Suppose there exists a map u : N ª I and an element l g I
such that
 .  . X Xi u n G l for all n g J j C and0 0
 . Xii if m g J , n g F 9, z g X , and h g G then0 ` q
u n G l « u znhm G l .  .
and
u n - l « u znm - l. .  .
 .  .Then u n - l ;n g F 9, so the second hypothesis in ii never occurs.
Proof. Suppose not and, using the fact that F is well-ordered, let
 .g g F be smallest such that u n - l for some n g supp s . Now 1 g Jg 0
 .  .so g g FJ and by condition i , we must have g f C so ) holds for g.0 0
 .  .Let us write s s s q s 9, where u n - l ;n g supp s and u n - lg
;n g supp s 9. By assumption on s , we have s 9 / 0 so z s 9b / 0g g , 1 1
 .  .since b / 0 and S is a domain. By condition ii , u u - gl ;u g1
 .  .  .  .supp z s b and u u - l ;u g supp z s 9b . Thus supp z s b lg , 1 1 g , 1 1 g , 1 1
 .supp z s 9b s B so since z s b s z s b q z s 9b it follows thatg , 1 1 g , 1 g 1 g , 1 1 g , 1 1
 .  . y1'm g supp z s b with u m - l. Now as J ; G , gh - g for allg , 1 g 1 0 q
 4  .  4y1h g J _ 1 so u ¨ G l for all ¨ g supp s with h g J _ 1 , by0 g h 0
 .  .assumption on g. But then by condition ii , u w G l for all w g
 h .  4  h .y1 y1supp z s b with h g J _ 1 so m f D supp z s b .g , h g h h 0 hg J _14 g , h g h h0
 .Thus, the term with m cannot be cancelled out in the summation in )
and this is a contradiction. Thus the claim is proved.
We first use the claim to prove that the function r, as defined before
  . <the lemma, is bounded below on F 9. Set u s r and l9 s min r n n g
X X4  .  .J j C . Then condition i is trivially satisfied. For condition ii , let0 0
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X  .  h.  .m g J , n g F 9, z g X , and h g G . If r n - l9 then r n s r n h0 ` q
 .  .  h .G l9 and since r m G l9 and r z s ` it follows that r zn m G l9.
 .  .Suppose r n - l9. Then n contains an orbit cell x with r x - l9. Since
 .  .r m G l9 it follows that m contains no cells of type r x . Hence x occurs
 .in znm so r znm - l9, as required. Thus r is bounded below by l9 and
 .  X.we now choose P s l9 and note that r x G P for any x g cell F 9 j J .0
Now we use the claim and the result above to prove that v is bounded
 4   .y1 <  Xbelow on F 9. Set u s v and l0 s min ` j Pr y y g ocell J j0
X.4.  . X X 5 5  .C . To prove condition i , let n g J j C . If n F 1 then v n s0 0 0
 .` G l0. Otherwise, if x, y g ocell n with x to the left of y in n then
 .  .y1  .y1  X X.  .r x r y G Pr y G l0 since y g ocell J j C , so v n G l0.0 0
 . XTo prove condition ii , let m g J , n g F 9, z g X , and h g G and0 ` q
 . 5 h 5  h .suppose v n G l0. If zn m F 1 then v zn m s ` G l0. Otherwise,
suppose an orbit cell is to the left of an orbit cell y in znhm. There are
 .two ways in which this can happen: 1 m contains an orbit cell of type
 .  . h  .  .r y or 2 x is to the left of y in n . In case 1 , a cell of type r x is
 h X.  .contained in ocell F 9 j J so, since h g G , it follows that r x G P.0 q
 .  .y1  .y1  X.Thus r x r y G Pr y G l0 since ocell J contains a cell of type0
 .  .  .  .y1  hy1 .  hy1 .y1  .r y . In case 2 , r x r y s r x r y G v n G l0. Hence, in
 .  .y1either case, r x r y G l0 so, since x and y were arbitrary, we have
 h .  .  .v zn m G l0. Now suppose v n - l0. Then v n / ` so there are
 .  .y1orbit cells x and y with x to the left of y in n and r x r y - l0.
 .  .y1  .y1  X.Then l0 ) r x r y G Pr y so ocell J contains no orbit cells of0
 .type r y , by definition of l0. Hence, y will not be cancelled out in znm
 .  .  .y1so x is to the left of y in znm. Thus, v znm F r x r y - l0, as
required. The claim implies that v is bounded below by l0 on F 9 so set
W - l0 and this completes Step 1.
Step 2. There is an element l g G such that cells of type l are
involved in supp s for infinitely many g g F .g
w xProof. Choose a nonzero nonunit ¨ g K X . If h g G then Proposi-1
 . h y1 w xtion 7.1 iii implies that ¨ s y w y , where w g K X is a nonzeroh h h h h
nonunit and y g X . Since B ess R it follows that B l ¨R / 0 soh ` R
'g g R such that 0 / ¨g g B and we will write g s  hc , where Jhg J h 11
is a nonempty finite subset of G and c g S for h g J . Thenh 1
h y1
y1q¨g s i s ¨ hc s g z s y w y c ,   i h g , h g h h h h h /  / /
igF hgJ ggFJ hgJ1 1 1
where each z g X and s s 0 if j f F . Since q¨g g qB ; R it followsg , h ` j
that there is a finite subset C ; FJ such that1 1
sX cX s 0 )) . g , h h
hgJ1
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for all g g FJ _ C , where sX s z sh y1 yy1 and cX s w y c . Now1 1 g , h g , h g h h h h h h
g / 0 so some of the c ’s are nonzero and since S is a domain, cX / 0 forh h
some h g J . Thus, suppose a longest element of D supp cX resides1 hg J h1X  <in supp c . For each h g J , set U s n g N n contains a cell of typek 1 h
y14kh .
Recall that we are assuming q f R so, since C is finite, there are1
infinitely many i g F such that i f C ky1 and s / 0. Thus there are1 i
infinitely many values q s ik g FJ _ C such that s y1 / 0. Consider1 1 g k
 . Xany such value g. For that value of g, )) holds and supp s / B. Nowg , k
each cX is divisible on the left by w , which is of type h, so by Lemma 7.2,h h
supp sX contains a cell of type k for some r g J . Thus, a cell of typeg , r 1
kry1 must appear in supp s y1 so U l supp s y1 / B. Since J is a finiteg r r g r 1
set, the infinitely many values of g give infinitely many values of i s gry1
g F and, as we have shown, for each one of those there is r g J withi 1
U l supp s / B. But again J is finite so there must be l g J suchr i 1 1i
that U l supp s / B for infinitely many i g F . This is the result whichl i
we sought.
Step 3. Conclusion. Set l s Wy1l, where W and l are as in Steps 1
w xand 2, respectively. Choose a nonzero nonunit ¨ g K X . If h g G thenl
 . h y1 w xProposition 7.1 iii implies that ¨ s y w y , where w g K X is ah h h h l h
nonzero nonunit and y g X . As in the proof of Step 2, we can choose anh `
element d g R so that 0 / ¨d g B and we write d s  hd , where Jhg J h 22
is a nonempty finite subset of G and each d g S. Since q¨d g R there ish
a finite subset C ; FJ such that2 2
sX dX s 0 ))) . g , h h
hgJ2
for all g g FJ _ C , where sX s z sh y1 yy1, dX s w y d , and s s 02 2 g , h g , h g h h h h h h j
if j f F . Again, dX / 0 for some h g J so suppose a longest element ofh 2
D supp dX resides in supp dX .hg J h k2
By Step 2, there is an infinite subset x ; F such that supp s involvesi
cells of type l ; i g x . Then B / x k _ C ; FJ _ C so choose g g2 2 2
x k _ C . Then gky1 g x so supp s y1 involves cells of type l, which2 g k
X  .implies that supp s involves cells of type lk. Now g f C so )))g , k 2
holds for g. Note that w is a nonzero homogeneous nonunit of S of typek
l k dividing dX on the left. Therefore, if f g supp sX contains a cell ofk g , k
type lk then Lemma 7.2 implies that either f has a final cell of type l k
or there is an element e g supp sX for some r g J and a cell y of typeg , r 2
l k such that f ) y is an initial segment of e. In any case, there is an
element e g supp sX for some r g J such that e contains a cell of typeg , r 2
lk to the left of a cell of type l k. But then there is an element
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n g supp s y1 with a cell of type lkry1 to the left of a cell of type l kry1g r
so, by Step 1,
y1 y1y1 y1W - v n F lkr l kr s l l . .  .  .
y1Thus l - W l, contradicting our choice of l . Therefore, q g R.
An immediate consequence of this lemma is the
THEOREM 7.4. Let K be a field and F a nontri¨ ial free product of groups
w xcontrolled by a nontri¨ ial ordered group; such that R s K F is a domain.
Then R is s-closed.
Proof. We have F s X ) H and Y e H with HrY s G a nontrivial
w xordered group. By Proposition 7.1, R s S)G, where S s K N and N s
U  4 X with I s G j ` . Since G is infinite, I is also infinite sog g I g
 .Theorem 5.8 implies that S is s-closed. Thus, by Corollary 6.9, Q R ;s
 ..  .S) G . If q g Q R then there is an essential right ideal B ; R suchs
that qB ; R so, by the previous lemma, q g R. This proves the result.
8. FREE PRODUCTS CONTROLLED BY INFINITE POLY
ABELIAN-BY-FINITE GROUPS
In this section we will show that he group ring of a free product
controlled by an infinite poly abelian-by-finite group is s-closed if the
group ring is a domain. To do that, we first need to establish two more
results about domains. The next theorem allows us to infer s-closure of a
domain R from s-closure of a certain set of subrings. Let R s S)G be a
crossed product of a ring S and a group G. Suppose H is a subgroup of G
 < 4and set T s S) H. It is easy to see that V s r g R supp r l H s B is a
T-bimodule and R s T [ V as T-bimodules. Furthermore, if ¨ g V _ 0
y1 y1 y1 .  .then 'g g G such that 1 g supp ¨g and 1 g supp g ¨ . Thus, ¨g
y1and g ¨ are nonzero elements outside of V so V contains no nonzero
 .right or left ideals of R. Hence, T satisfies condition ) in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 8.1. Let R be a domain. We will say that a subring T satisfies
 .condition ) if T is a direct summand of R as a T-bisubmodule and its
complement contains no nontri¨ ial right or left ideals of R. The following facts
hold:
 . . .  .i Suppose T is a s-closed subring of R satisfying ) . If q g Q Rs
and 'm g T _ 0 such that mq g T or qm g T then q g T.
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 .  .ii If R is the union of a chain of s-closed subrings each satisfying ) ,
then R is s-closed.
 .Proof. i We have R s T [ V, where V is a T-bimodule containing
 .no left or right ideals of R. Let q g Q R and m g T such that mq g T.s
There are essential ideals A ; R and B ; R such that Aq, qB ; R.R R
Define t : R ª T to be the projection map onto T and note that since V is
a T-bimodule, t is a T-bimodule homomorphism. The condition on V
 .timplies that if r g R _ 0 then rR o V so ' r 9 g R such that rr 9 / 0 and,
 .tlikewise, ' r 0 g R such that r 0 r / 0.
Now At and Bt are left and right ideals of T , respectively, and we claim
they are essential. Let t g T _ 0. Since A ess R, there is r g R such thatR
 .t  .t  .t0 / rt g A. But then ' r 9 g R such that r 9rt / 0 so r 9r t s r 9rt g
At _ 0. Hence At ess T and, similarly, Bt ess T .T T
For each b g B we have
t t tt tm qb s mq b s mq b s m qb s m qb . .  .  .  .  . .  .
 . t  .tAs Q R is a domain and m / 0, it follows that qb s qb g T ;b g B.s
But then by choosing any b g B with bt / 0, we can show in the same way
that atq g T ;a g A. Thus, we can define maps f : At ª T and
t  t . t  t . tg : B ª T by a f s a q and g b s qb , which are clearly left and right
T-homomorphisms, respectively, and they are compatible by associativity in
 .  . t tQ R . Thus, there is t g Q T s T such that a t s a q ;a g A. Buts s
 . tQ R is a domain and we can choose a g A with a / 0 so this equations
implies q s t g T. The fact that qm g T « q g T follows in the same
way.
 .  4ii We have a chain of s-closed subrings T of R, eacha a g I
 .  .satisfying ) , whose union is R. Let q g Q R and m g R _ 0 such thats
mq g R. Then m, mq g T for some a g I. But T is s-closed anda a
 .  .satisfies ) so by part i , q g T ; R. Thus R is s-closed.a
In the context of crossed products we have
 .COROLLARY 8.2. i Let R s S)G be a domain. If G is the union of a
 4chain of subgroups H , where S) H is s-closed for each a g I thena a g I a
R is s-closed.
 .ii Let F be a nontri¨ ial free product of groups whose group algebras
o¨er a field K are domains and suppose F is controlled by a group G, where G
w xis the union of a chain of proper normal subgroups. Then K F is s-closed.
 .  .Proof. i This follows from part ii of the theorem and the com-
ments before the theorem.
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 .ii The statement is equivalent to F s X ) H, where H is the union
 4of a chain of proper normal subgroups Y . It follows that G s HrYa a g I a a
 .Fis infinite for all a g I so, if one sets N s X )Y , Proposition 7.1 saysa a
 U .that N s  X )Y, where each X ( X / 1. Thus N is an infinitea g g G g g aa w x  4free product of nontrivial groups so T s K N is s-closed. Now Ta a a a g I
w x w xis a chain of subrings of K F whose union is K F and each T isa
 .  .s-closed and satisfies ) of the theorem so by part ii of the theorem
w xK F is s-closed.
Before establishing the second result, we recall for the reader the
‘‘essential’’ version of Maschke’s theorem. If H is a subgroup of G, we
< <denote its index by G: H .
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let R s S)G be a crossed product of a ring S and a
finite group G and let H be a subgroup of G. Let V be a right R-module with
< <no G: H -torsion and suppose W is a submodule of V. Then W ess V if andR
only if W ess V .S ) H
This proposition can be established by essentially reproving Theorem 4.1
w x < < < <and Proposition 4.3 of 7 , replacing G by G: H in the statement of
those results and summing over a transversal of H in G rather than all
elements of G in Theorem 4.1.
Now we can prove our second result. If R is a ring and V an R-module
then V is R-torsion-free if ¨r s 0 « ¨ s 0 or r s 0 ;¨ g V and r g R.
LEMMA 8.4. Let R s S)G be a crossed product of a domain S and a
finite group G. Let V be a right R-torsion-free module and suppose W is a
submodule of V. Then W ess V if and only if W ess V .R S
Proof. If W ess V then clearly W ess V . Conversely, assume W ess VS R R
and let us show W ess V . The result is vacuous for V s 0 so assumeS
V / 0. Then the hypothesis that V is R-torsion-free implies that R is a
domain.
First, we prove the result for G a finite solvable group. Then G has a
subnormal series whose factors are finite cyclic groups, so a simple
inductive argument would establish the result if we could establish it for G
a finite cyclic group. Thus, let us assume that G is a finite cyclic group, i.e.,
there is a unit t g R with the properties that t n s h is a unit in S for some
positive integer n and any element r g R can be written uniquely in the
form r s ny1s t i, where each s g S. To simplify calculations, we shallis0 i i
denote conjugation by s j. instead of s t j for s g S and j g Z.
Let m be the smallest positive integer such that for any ¨ g V _ 0 there
are elements a , . . . , a g S with 0 / ¨my 1a t i g W. There is such a0 my1 is0 i
number since the same statement with m replaced by n follows from the
fact that W ess V . If m s 1 then we have, for any ¨ g V _ 0, an elementR
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a g S with 0 / ¨a g W, so W ess V , as desired. Thus, let us assume0 0 S
m ) 1 and derive a contradiction.
By the definition of m, there is an element ¨ g V _ 0 and elements
a , a , . . . , a g S with a and a nonzero, such that 0 /0 1 my1 0 my1
¨my 1a t i g W and any containment ¨my 1m t i g W with m g S andis0 i is0 i i
m s 0 or m s 0 implies m s 0 for all i. S is a domain, so in order for0 my1 i
this statement to hold, it must also hold with ¨ replaced by any y g ¨S _ 0
and the a ’s replaced by, say, h ’s.
 .Then for each positive integer l , let P l be the statement
 .P l For each set of elements y, h , h , . . . , h , as above, there is a0 1 my1
 4`sequence of elements g in S such thatj jsy`
 .i g / 0.0
 .ii g s 0 for j - 0 or j G l .j
 . my 1 y i.iii Setting s s  h g for all integers k, then s s 0 fork is0 i kyi k
1 F k F l y 1.
 .P 1 is vacuously true by setting g s 1 and g s 0 for j / 0. We establish0 j
 .by induction on l that P l holds for all 1 F l F n y m q 2.
 .Thus assume P l holds where 1 F l F n y m q 1 and let
 4`y, h , h , . . . , h be a set of elements as above with g given by0 1 my1 j jsy`
 .P l . Before proceeding, let us adopt the convention that if the lower
limit on a summation is larger than the upper limit then the summation is
my 1 i  .zero. Now y h t g W so, using the relations in P l , we can say thatis0 i
W contains the element
my1 ly1 mqly2 my1 mqly2
i j y i. k ky h t g t s y h g t s y s t    i j i kyi k /  / /is0 js0 ks0 is0 ks0
mqly2
ks y s q s t .0 k /
ksl
Now h and g are nonzero elements of the domain S so s s h g / 0.0 0 0 0 0
Furthermore, we are assuming l F n y m q 1 so the highest power of t
in the final parenthetical expression above is m q l y 2 F n y 1. Thus,
the coefficient of t 0 in that parenthetical expression is the nonzero
element s .0
Now y was an arbitrary nonzero right multiple of ¨ by an element of S
so, since ys is also a nonzero right multiple of ¨ by an element of S,0
there are elements d , d , . . . , d g S with d / 0 such that0 l mq ly2 0
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 mq ly2 k .ys d q  d t g W. But then W contains the element0 0 ksl k
mqly2 mqly2
k k yly s q s t d y ys d q d t t 0 k 0 0 0 k /  /
ksl ksl
mqly2
yl . kyls y ys d q s d q « t . 0 l l 0 k
kslq1
my2
yl . ks y ys d q s d q « t , . 0 l l 0 kql
ks1
where each « g S. The powers on t in this final expression only increasek
to m y 2 so by the choice of y, the final bracketed expression must be
zero. Therefore, ys d q s d yl . s 0.0 l l 0
Set g X s yg d and g X s g d yj. for j / l . Then g X s g d / 0 sincel 0 l j j 0 0 0 0
g and d are nonzero and g X s 0 for j - 0 or j G l q 1. Setting s X s0 0 j k
my 1  X .yi. h g for all integers k, we have, for 1 F k F l y 1,is0 i kyi
my1 my1 my1
 .yi .yiX X ykqi. y i. yk .s s h g s h g d s h g d .  .  k i kyi i kyi 0 i kyi 0 /
is0 is0 is0
s s d yk . s 0k 0
and
my1 my1
 .yi .yiX X y lqi .s s h g s yh g d q h g d .  . l i lyi 0 0 l i lyi 0
is0 is1
my1
yi. y l . y l .s y h g d q h d d s ys d q s d s 0. . 0 0 l i lyi 0 0 l l 0 /
is1
 X 4`  .Hence, the sequence g satisfies the conditions of P l q 1 forj jsy`
 .y, h , . . . , h so we have established P l q 1 .0 my1
 .Thus, P n y m q 2 holds so, letting a , . . . , a g S be elements0 my1
with a and a nonzero and 0 / ¨my 1a t i g W, we have a sequence0 my1 is0 i
 4`  . my 1 y i.of elements g as in P n y m q 2 with sums s s  a g forj jsy` k is0 i kyi
all integers and s s 0 for 1 F k F n y m q 1. Now we are assumingk
m ) 1 so n y m q 1 - n. As g / 0, it follows that nymq1g t j / 0. Thus,0 js0 j
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since V is R-torsion-free and t n s h, W contains the nonzero element
my1 nymq1
i j my2¨ a t g t t i j /  /is0 js0
n my1
yi. k my2s ¨ a g t t  i kyi /
ks0 is0
n ny1
k my2 k my2s ¨ s t t s ¨ s q s t q s h t k 0 k n /  /
ks0 ksnymq2
ny1 my2
ky nymq2. my2 ks ¨ s ht q s q s h t s ¨ « t , . k 0 n k /
ksnymq2 ks0
each « g S,i
where this last equality holds since m G 2. But this contradicts our choice
of ¨ . Thus, m s 1 and W ess V .S
< <Now let G be an arbitrary finite group. If V has no G -torsion then
Maschke’s theorem implies the result. Otherwise, since R is a domain it
has some prime characteristic p and every element of V has additive
< <order p. Let H ; G be a Sylow p-subgroup. Then V has no G: H -torsion
so by Maschke’s theorem W ess V . But H is solvable so W ess V , asS ) H S
required.
In particular, if R s S)G is a domain with G a finite group and if B
 .  .ess R then B ess R so B l S ess S . Thus, by Proposition 3.1 iv andR S S
 .the fact that essential right and left ideals are dense in domains, we have
THEOREM 8.5. Let R s S)G be a crossed product of a domain S and a
 .  .finite group G such that R is a domain. Then Q R s Q S )G. Ins s
particular, R is s-closed if and only if S is s-closed.
Now we can prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 8.6. If K is a field and F a nontri¨ ial free product of groups
controlled by an infinite poly abelian-by-finite group such that the group
w x w xalgebra K F is a domain then K F is s-closed.
Proof. Suppose F is controlled by the infinite poly abelian-by-finite
group G. Then G must have a subnormal series H eG eG such that0
GrG is a finite group and G rH is an infinite abelian group. Then F is0 0
controlled by the finite group GrG so, by Proposition 7.1, we can write0
w x w x  .K F s K M ) GrG , where M is a free product of groups controlled0
w xby the infinite abelian group G rH. But then by Theorem 8.5, K F is0
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w xs-closed if and only if K M is. Thus, we may assume without loss of
generality that G is infinite abelian.
If G contains any elements of infinite order then the torsion subgroup
of G is proper so its factor group is a nontrivial torsion-free abelian group.
Such a group can be linearly ordered so it would follow that F is
w xcontrolled by a nontrivial ordered group. But then K F would be s-closed
by Theorem 7.4.
Hence, we may assume that G is a periodic infinite abelian group. We
claim that in this situation, G can be expressed as the union of a chain of
 .proper normal subgroups. Indeed, if the orders of the elements of G
 .involve infinitely many prime numbers then G is a countably infinite
direct product of its Sylow subgroups from which the claim follows.
Otherwise, there is a prime number p such that the subgroup of elements
of order a power of p is infinite. Without loss of generality, we may take G
to be that subgroup. If there is no upper bound on the orders of elements
`  < p n 4of G then G s D G , where G s x g G x s 1 so the claim holds.ns1 n n
Otherwise, it is known that G is a direct product of cyclic subgroups so the
claim follows by well-ordering the factors. This establishes the claim and
w xthe s-closure of K F follows from Corollary 8.2.
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